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I.

Executive Summary

The Ohio Department of Veterans Services (ODVS) contracted with Public Consulting Group, Inc. (PCG)
to conduct a study to identify nationwide best practices in service delivery for state-operated and locallyoperated veterans service offices. Specifically, PCG was contracted to examine the current structure and
function of veterans services in Ohio and to compare Ohio’s service delivery model with successful models
developed in other states. The goal of this study was to provide a comparative analysis of other state systems
that would allow ODVS and the State of Ohio to make informed decisions about how to continue to improve
the quality of state services for Ohio’s veterans.
The study commissioned by ODVS called for an examination of three core program areas. A fourth program
area was subsequently included resulting in an investigation of the following four program areas below:
1) The structure and function of veterans service offices at both state and local levels;
2) The funding structures or mechanisms that support veterans services programs at both state and
local levels;
3) The function and capabilities of power of attorney services as they are used in claiming veterans
services;
4) Marketing, outreach, and advocacy at state and local levels.
To perform the contracted scope of work PCG conducted a comparative examination of Ohio’s veterans
services through three major data sources: open source research, site visits and interviews, and analysis of
project survey results. This report will discuss in greater detail the background and methodology employed
to perform each of these three tasks, along with an in-depth analysis of key findings that correspond to each
of the four core program areas. The remainder of this Executive Summary section summarizes the key
findings resulting from PCG’s research, site visits and interviews, and survey analysis:
Service Delivery and Administrative Structure
In a 50-state scan of veterans services programs PCG identified four major types of delivery systems; State
Systems, County Systems, Hybrid Systems and Contracted Systems. PCG noted that approximately half of
the nation’s state veterans programs are State Systems, in which state agencies and state-employed staff are
exclusively responsible for delivering veterans services in the state. The minimal involvement of ODVS in
direct service delivery is relatively unique among state veterans programs, and Ohio is one of the few
County Systems in which direct services to veterans are delivered almost entirely by local agencies. Most
of the remaining states operate Hybrid Systems, in which state and local agencies each contribute to claims
assistance as well as other forms of direct service delivery. One state employs a Contracted System that
outsources service delivery to contractors from the state’s National Service Organizations (NSOs).
Beyond these broad types, PCG’s analysis indicated that service delivery models are highly variable from
state to state. Survey responses revealed the complexity of state and local relationships, as well as the
diverse roles that states and county agencies play in different kind of hybrid service delivery systems. The
survey largely confirmed the uniqueness of Ohio’s county-based system, to the extent that all respondents
reported that their state agencies play a role in claims preparation and assistance, as well as other forms of
direct service provision.
Additionally, PCG’s study reflects the broad range of veterans benefits offered by states nationwide. Based
on PCG’s comparison of state benefit packages, Ohio appears to offer one of the most comprehensive
benefit sets of any state program in the nation. While the state’s numerous benefit programs demonstrate
the strength of its commitment to Ohio veterans, PCG’s benefit analysis also suggests that this
comprehensiveness may detract from the state’s performance in federal claims assistance. Significantly,
Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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the analysis found evidence of a negative correlation between the comprehensiveness of a state’s benefit
offerings and its overall effectiveness in claims assistance, as measured by the average federal expenditures
received per veteran for disability compensation and pension.
PCG also discovered wide variability in the statutory authorization by which county and municipal veterans
services offices operate in different states. Ohio proved once more to be unique in the administrative
autonomy afforded to its County Veterans Services Commissions (CVSCs). Although other states have
also established county veterans commissions and committees—separate from county executives—to
appoint service officers, no state has granted these entities the same statutory independence enjoyed by
Ohio’s CVSCs.
Ohio’s structure promotes a combination of political self-determination and financial control over services
by the CVSC. This ensures that veterans services are prioritized locally, and that robust financial resources
are available even to rural counties relative to peer counties in other states. The structure also ensures that
service officers are embedded in and accessible to the veteran communities they serve. At the same time,
the structures required to secure adequate local funding also incur tradeoffs which make coordination of
veteran services challenging in some regards, both among the counties themselves and in relationship to
the state agency. These themes are discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections of this report.
Funding for Services
PCG identified five major funding mechanisms used to support State veterans services agencies: 1. State
General Funds, 2. Federal Funds, 3. Generated Funds, 4. Bond Proceeds, and 5. Veterans Trust Funds.
While states’ general funds play a role in the funding of virtually every state services agency, many
agencies, including ODVS, have diversified their financing arrangements in order to decrease their
dependence on state general revenues. Veterans trust funds are playing a growing role in many states’
veteran agency budgets. PCG identified 26 states that have established trust funds. These funds typically
depend on some combination of the other four funding sources to build initial investment capital, from
which they generate additional revenues from investment returns. The vast majority of trusts are used either
to support veterans homes, or to provide some sort of financial assistance to low-income veterans or
organizations that provide relief to veterans and their families.
Six of the ten survey states have established trust funds, and their responses generated valuable insights
into the diverse sources and uses of trust funds to support benefits and agency activities. Survey respondents
also provided useful information on the proportion of state budgets used to support state-level claims
assistance and marketing and outreach efforts.
Funding options for CVSOs tend to be more limited than the range of mechanisms available to state
agencies. Most county offices are funded out of the county’s general fund; however, some states like Ohio
authorize counties to levy a special property tax to help fund county offices. Delivery systems that rely on
county offices or other local agencies frequently confront severe funding shortages, often paired with
significant disparities in resources available from county to county. As a result, some states have resorted
to subsidizing local service delivery with state funds, while others, like Ohio, have established dedicated
county tax structures and independent governance structures to administer finances for veterans services.
While independent veterans services commissions introduce new service coordination and oversight
challenges, this statutory solution appears to serve as an effective solution for ensuring that counties provide
funding to meet the needs of their veteran populations. The most salient challenges for Ohio’s localized
service delivery model are vast funding disparities between urban and rural counties; however, PCG’s
nationwide research indicates that these issues are not unique to the structure of Ohio’s CVSCs, but are in
fact endemic to county-based service delivery.
Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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Power of Attorney
Ohio is one of only a few states that does not have a central, state-operated Power of Attorney (PoA) office.
Without a state PoA office, Ohio is wholly reliant on NSO accreditation for its service officers, and the
state depends on NSO staff to represent veterans claims after initial filing. These factors generate
considerable PoA challenges for service officers in the state. Not only do many CVSOs experience
difficulties accessing and following their claims through the entire claim development and ratings process,
but they also do not benefit from a state organizational structure able to coordinate communication of claims
status and outcomes, and thereby, providing an overall system of quality feedback. Despite ODVS’ recent
installation of a state liaison at the Cleveland Veterans Administration Regional Office (VARO), which has
mitigated some of the most severe communication breakdowns among federal, state, CVSO and NSO
stakeholders, there remains no mechanism in place to ensure proper quality assurance review of claims filed
within Ohio’s delivery system.
PCG’s survey results revealed the specific dynamics of how state PoA offices operate in other systems, as
well as the technology solutions and interagency partnerships that contribute to successful claims assistance
programs.
Marketing, Outreach and Advocacy
The fourth and final section of PCG’s survey addressed state marketing and outreach efforts to connect
greater numbers of veterans to services. Survey responses illustrated that that methods used to conduct
these activities vary widely; however, most respondents indicated that these efforts are performed by the
state agency. PCG’s research into marketing trends among veterans services programs nationwide suggest
that state agencies have a valuable role to play in planning statewide marketing campaigns that consider the
specific needs of different veterans subpopulations. State agencies are also best positioned to coordinate
outreach to prevent redundancy and to provide leadership and connections for leveraging resources to
maximize impact while minimizing cost.
PCG’s survey revealed that ODVS’ marketing effort is robust among agency peers. Ohio is active in a
variety of media channels, including newspaper, TV, and online advertisements, as well as email and social
media outreach. While the survey demonstrated that all of the sampled states can do more to coordinate
their marketing activities and to connect their outreach efforts to concrete performance goals, it also
illustrated a number of creative initiatives developed by states to make the most of limited state marketing
resources.

Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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II.

Project Background

The Ohio Department of Veterans Services (ODVS) contracted with Public Consulting Group, Inc. (PCG)
to provide comprehensive consulting services to help the state make informed decisions about how to
continue to improve the quality of veterans services throughout the state. Specifically, PCG was tasked with
examining the current structure and function of veterans services at the state and local government levels
in Ohio and throughout the country. The objective was to identify best practices nationwide in order to
facilitate comparisons between Ohio’s model for the provision of veterans services and alternative models
throughout the United States. The focus of this study was to assist ODVS in its goal of continuous
improvement in state and county level provision of veterans’ services.
The study called for in-depth research and evaluation of the model currently in place in Ohio, focusing on
three core program areas as identified in the contract. In the process of the study, ODVS and PCG identified
a fourth progra area for inclusion in the study as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Core Program Areas
The structure and function of veterans service offices at both state and local levels;
The funding structures or mechanisms that support veterans services programs at both state and
local levels;
The function and capabilities of power of attorney services as they are used in claiming veterans’
services;
Marketing, outreach and advocacy at state and local levels.

A primary task of this engagement was to identify and study both states with attributes comparable to Ohio,
and states that were considered high-performing with regards to their federal revenue drawdown levels for
benefits to veterans. This activity included examining peer states similar to Ohio in size, location, and
demographics, as well as assessing ‘best practices’ in high-performing states – regardless of whether they
were demographically or otherwise similar to Ohio – in the core program areas of the study. Through
implementation of a survey to states these models were evaluated using Ohio’s individual demographic and
statistical profile as a baseline for comparison. The following pages describe each of the four study
components in further detail.
a. Structure & Function of Veterans Services Offices
Services are delivered to veterans primarily at the county level, via the County Veterans Services Offices
(CVSOs) in the state of Ohio. CVSOs are led by a board of County Veterans Service Commissioners
(CVSCs). In Ohio’s 88 counties the members of this board are required to be veterans representing private
National Service Organizations (NSOs). NSOs are congressionally chartered and eligible NSOs are
specifically codified in section 5901.02 of the Ohio Revised Code (ORC).1 The board is responsible for
appointing and hiring an executive director or senior service officer to direct the CVSO.
Through this study PCG compared CVSOs and CVSCs in Ohio to similar county-level veterans services
offices and commissions in other states. ODVS specifically wished to target the topic of how officials in
these veterans service offices are chosen or appointed. Particular topics included examining the
responsibilities and minimum standards of the executive director position as it exists in other states, as well
1

The rules governing NSO representation in each CVSC are as follows: “One person shall be a representative recommended by
the American Legion; one person shall be a representative recommended by the Veterans of Foreign Wars; one person shall be a
representative recommended by the Disabled American Veterans; one person shall be a representative recommended by the
AMVETS; and one person shall be a representative recommended by the Military Order of the Purple Heart of the U.S.A., the
Vietnam Veterans of America, or the Korean War Veterans Association.”

Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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as the demographic profile and average length of service of VSCs in other states. Additionally, ODVS
asked PCG to examine how other states interact with NSOs.
b. Funding
Ohio’s CVSOs are funded by county-level real estate assessment taxes. In some counties, a portion of the
funding goes unused; in 2011, the combined value of all funding available for CVSOs was $97 million, but
only $56 million was spent.2 At the same time some counties are underfunded. This funding gap is largely
a result of disparities in property values among counties, and these disparities are reflected in CVSO
budgets.
The state tasked PCG with examining the funding models in other states, with a focus on identifying any
potential economies of scale to promote efficiencies in Ohio’s model. PCG was required to examine the
full spectrum of potential funding models, as well as to provide closer, more targeted attention to peer states
with population and demographic similarities to Ohio. PCG also studied the implementation and spread of
the specific mechanism of a “Veterans Trust Fund.”3
c. Power of Attorney (PoA)
In the federal veterans services structure, service officers are provided with Power of Attorney (PoA) in
order to represent veterans in filing claims and responding to disputes. In Ohio, county service officers
receive these PoA authority through NSO accreditation. Once the county service officers file a veteran’s
initial claim, PoA services for that claim are then provided by NSO representatives who are responsible for
any additional claims assistance. The state requested that PCG examine states which use an alternative
model, such as a contract or state run PoA model, to provide these services throughout the entire claims
process.
This task included identifying which and how many states run their own PoA offices, as well as which and
how many states employ contract PoA services. In these cases, PCG was asked to identify what
requirements (as either state employees or representatives of private service organizations) were placed on
those providing PoA services. The staffing models and training requirements of these offices were studied,
including the funding allocation for these offices and, whenever possible, the average salary and benefits
of employees in these offices, and the ratio of PoA staff to veterans. The representation of such PoA offices
at the Federal Bureau of Veterans Appeals, and the quantity of appeals cases being handled by such offices
were also examined.
d. Marketing, Outreach & Advocacy
CVSOs are often central in community outreach involving and honoring veterans. One of their core
responsibilities is to make provided services known and available to a wide population of veterans, as well
as advocating on behalf of veterans on a variety of issues beyond benefits claiming. Marketing, outreach
and advocacy activities are of particular interest to ODVS given their statewide initiatives in this area and
so PCG, at ODVS’ suggestion, also examined the question of how Ohio and other states handle the issue
of marketing, outreach and advocacy for veterans.
2

Figures based on 2011 county financial data submitted by ODVS. In principle, state statute permits up to $121 million in funding,
based on property values in the state in 2011. However, counties with more than 500,000 residents face significant statutory
penalties if they draw the full .5 millage rate available to smaller counties. The millage rate for urban counties such as Cuyahoga
and Franklin is .25, and is reflected in the $97 million figure above.
3 A Veterans' Trust Fund is a special, non-lapsing state fund that can pursue multi-year innovative programs for veterans in a given
state. Veterans Trust Funds may be funded from various sources as discussed later in this study.

Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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III.

Methodology

This section of the report describes the methodology employed to carry out the contracted study with respect
to the following:
1. Understanding the core issues and the corresponding research approach
2. Understanding the local and regional perspectives and corresponding CVSO/VARO outreach
3. Methodology applied to state rankings to determine appropriate ‘comparable to Ohio’ and ‘high
performing with regards to federal draw-down’ states for inclusion in the survey
4. Survey development and implementation
a. Understanding the Core Program Areas
PCG’s research began with a broad-spectrum investigation aimed at understanding the context of Veterans
Services in Ohio and nationwide. This research focused particularly on the key categories of service
delivery and structure, funding, and Power of Attorney (PoA) mechanisms as identified in the RFP. PCG
also included the category of marketing, outreach and advocacy activities, as described in the Project
Background section.
Initial research formed the lens through which a more targeted analysis and investigation of all fifty states
was performed. This targeted analysis began with a literature review, composed of state-commissioned
departmental studies, state-by-state comparative analyses, annual state reporting, state audits, congressional
testimony, and published policy papers. This research supplemented and informed PCG’s use of primary
source data supplied by the states, generally through official websites.
The scope of research included state-provided data about benefits sets, Veterans Trust Funds, and
performance criteria applied to veterans service organizations. PCG also performed some targeted
examinations of county data within certain states, such as county budgets and local CVSO regulations. An
annotated bibliography found in the Appendix section of this report details the sources from which PCG
drew this data, as well as the resources used in the initial research phase.
b. Understanding the Local & Regional Perspectives
In order to establish a baseline understanding of each of the four core elements captured in this study PCG
conducted site visits to six County Veterans Services Offices (CVSO) throughout the state of Ohio during
the week of April 19, 2013. Because CVSO service delivery models, funding factors, PoA relationships
and marketing and advocacy initiatives are largely contingent upon county demographics and other factors,
PCG incorporated the following characteristics into the decision-making process to identify which of the
88 CVSOs would be visited:






Population size (small, medium, large)
Rural versus urban landscape
Performance with regards to federal revenue draw down (higher versus lower performing)
Budget size (high, medium, low funding levels as determined by each county’s millage rate)
Proximity to core service partners (university systems, medical facilities, VARO)

Based on the criteria listed above, annual federal Geographic Distribution of Expenditures (GDX) data
furnished by the Veterans Administration (VA) was used, as well as county-level data provided by ODVS

Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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including “VA Dollars Spent by County by Impact Area4 from 2006 – 2011” and “FY 2011 Compensation
& Pension Recipients by County by Age by Gender” to identify counties that were either demographicallyrepresentative or exceptional in some area relevant to the study. Through this analysis, PCG identified six
CVSOs for site visits to ensure adequate, and broad reflection of the various methods by which veterans in
Ohio may access and receive services as captured in Figure 1 below:
FIGURE 1

County

Population

CUYAHOGA
DELAWARE
FRANKLIN
HOLMES
PIKE
ROSS

Large
Medium
Large
Small
Small
Medium

Rural v.
Urban
Urban
Suburban
Urban
Rural
Rural
Balanced

Federal Revenue
Performance5
Average
Low
Average
High
High
High

Economic Status
(Budget)
Large
Medium
Large
Small
Small
Medium

Proximity to Core
Special Factors
VARO
Strong Economy
University
Appalachia
Appalachia
VA Medical Center

Upon identifying the six CVSOs for site visits PCG reached out to each director and scheduled one hour
interviews with CVSO staff. A set of interview questions was developed focusing on the following themes
related to each of the four core program areas:6







CVSO leadership and officer responsibilities, appointment process and training requirements
Services available to veterans in each CVSO and the process by which veterans access services
Partnerships with Community Based Organizations (CBOs) and other state/county agencies
Relationships with National Service Organizations (NSOs) as PoA providers and with the VARO
Funding levels and budgetary practices
Technology/tools employed to support claims processing and outreach/advocacy to veterans

PCG conducted site visits in mid-April during the initial phase of this contract work.
CVSO site visits highlighted the elastic capacity of Ohio’s localized service delivery model, illustrating
both strengths and constraints of localized service delivery. CVSO site visit findings also helped inform the
development of the survey questions. Key themes reflected in Figure 2 below emerged from these site visits:
FIGURE 2

Theme
Structure

-

Services

Funding

-

-

Summary
Size of CVSO and capacity of service delivery among the CVSOs varies depending on each
CVSO’s available funding
CVSOs provide the same core services (disability pension application assistance, transportation
services, burial services, financial assistance, in addition to other core services) although
comprehensiveness of service delivery varies broadly
CVSOs leverage and rely on partnerships with community based organizations (CBOs), medical
facilities, universities as well as other county/state agencies for service provision around
education, employment and medical services although similarly to the above note, the strength
of these relationships varies
Significant disparities exist among CVSOs in terms of the sufficiency of their budgets to support
the full range of county veterans benefits

4 Impact Areas included Compensation, Pension, Education, Vocational Rehabilitation, Employment, Insurance & Indemnities
and Medical Care.
5 Expenditure data for Figure 1 was developed using the following sources: Federal Assistance Awards Data System (FAADS) for
Compensation & Pension (C&P) and Education and Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (EVRE) Benefits; Veterans
Benefits Administration Insurance Center for the Insurance costs; the VA Financial Management System (FMS) for Construction,
Medical Research, General Operating Expenses, and certain C&P and Readjustment data; and the Allocation Resource Center
(ARC) for Medical Care costs.
6 The set of CVSO questions can be found in the appendix section of this report.

Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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PoA

-

Marketing,
Advocacy &
Outreach

-

Funding allocation practices vary widely from county to county; some counties are unable to
support service aspects like financial assistance for the duration of the year, while others who
do not request their full allocation or return unused funds to the county
The statutory funding mechanism is effective at protecting funding for veterans throughout the
state of Ohio, but does not promote an equitable funding model and therefore results in service
and access constraints for Ohio’s veterans
Variation exists in how CVSOs handle their relationships with NSO service officers, as well as
their level of access to veterans’ claim information after initial submission
The ability to communicate with the VARO via ODVS’ VARO liaison has improved transparency
and access to information regarding claims
CVSOs report different levels of county-marketing, advocacy & outreach efforts largely based
on budget availability, veteran population density, perceived need among veterans, and
perception of impact of ODVS’ efforts in this area

The central issue that emerged from the site visits – in addition to the apparent passion and pride among
CVSO staff for serving Ohio’s veterans – is the unique funding structure. Ohio’s CVSO funding structure
permeates all aspects of services delivery and therefore drives decisions with regards to each of the
aforementioned key themes at the local level. Successes and challenges discovered by our CVSO visits, as
they pertain to each of the four core program areas, are as follows:

Service Delivery Model
ADVANTAGES
- Local service networks engage the immediate
veteran community which has proven to be a
succesful model of service delivery
- Local service delivery directors and officers
are most aware of their immediate community's
service needs
- Veterans are more likely to access services
from an office or with a staff person with whom
they are familiar/comfortable as reported by
CVSO directors
- The local veterans service delivery model
corresponds to other Ohio state-administered,
county-delivered service systems, including
ODJFS, which supports service collaboration

Public Consulting Group, Inc.

CHALLENGES
- County funding is insufficient to support
veterans' needs in poorer, more rural counties
which results in fewer services being available to
local veterans
- Surplus county funding is available in larger,
more urban, suburban and affulent counties;
however, the inability to repurpose unused
funding elsewhere in the state results in
inequitable services available to veterans
- It is difficult to create economies of scale with
regards to communication and relationship
building with state and federal partners as well as
National Service Organizations (NSOs)
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Funding of Services

ADVANTAGES
- CVSO county funding is protected by state
statute and reserved exclusively for veterans
service provision
- CVSOs in many cases have more county
funding available to them based on state statutes
than other state's county service offices

CHALLENGES
- County funding is inequitable throughout the
state and therefore not all veterans in Ohio have
the same access to a broad range of services

Power of Attorney – National Service Organization
Relationships
ADVANTAGES
- Veterans may select the PoA with whom they
would like to represent their claim - choice can
be powerful, and many other human services
agencies are moving toward consumer-centric
service delivery models as consumers become
more comforable accessing programs and
services digitally/via online portals
- CVSOs serve as a resource to help veterans
make decisions with regards to PoA providers &
ODVS has 88 CVSO Directors' guidance re: the
most effective PoA providers in the state

Public Consulting Group, Inc.

CHALLENGES
- Communication with the PoA providers colocated at the VARO is perceived by CVSO
officers to be challenging
- Time and workload constraints limit the ability
of PoAs to gauge strength of claim development
and level of comprehensiveness upon receipt of
claims from CVSOs which results in inability to
adequately identify training needs and trends in
claim submissions to improve claim quality; as
there are 22 different organizations and 9
attorneys submitting claims to the Cleveland
VARO on behalf of Ohio's veterans as reported
by ODVS' VARO liaison
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Marketing, Advocacy & Outreach

ADVANTAGES
- CVSOs with adequate/surplus county funding are
able to direct resources toward marketing, outreach
and advocacy efforts; for example, Cuyahoga
CVSO partners with the Cleveland Browns to
promote local veterans services, advertise on area
buses and produce other types of marketing
materials
- CVSOs with less county funding available work
creatively to partner with community and partner
agencies to and attend events as opportunities to
promote veterans services including coordinating
with ODJFS; job fairs, county fairs, food pantry
advertising and other local CBO events, as well as
Memorial Day and Veteran's Day parades

CHALLENGES
- Many CVSOs do not have adequate county
funding to actively engage in or lead marketing,
advocacy and outreach efforts
- Decentralized outreach tends to produce forms
of marketing that are piecemeal and potentially
uncoordinated with other county and state efforts

While inconsistency among CVSOs exists with regards to the ability to actively market, advocate and
outreach to veterans, CVSOs are creative in reaching their constituents within their budgetary constraints.
Additionally, the theme of delivering services in a tight-knit community surfaced repeatedly in many of the
small and medium sized counties as an inherent infrastructure that promoted informal marketing, advocacy
and outreach efforts. CVSOs also acknowledged the work ODVS has taken on in this area as an added
value to augment local abilities to advertise.
Similar to the concept of establishing a baseline understanding of the CVSO service delivery model,
funding structure and partnerships throughout Ohio, gaining the regional operations perspective to
understand how states and county offices interact with the VA at the federal level was relevant to this study.
The ODVS liaison who is co-located at the Cleveland VARO was interviewed to provide an ‘insider’s
view’ of VARO operations. 7 This unique perspective illustrated both operations specific to the Cleveland
VARO, as well as a reflection of key operational aspects that ODVS recognized as critical to successful
service provision to veterans throughout Ohio. Questions focused on the following themes:





Relationships and contact with state and county service officers
Relationships and contact with NSO/PoA organizations
Training support provided to states/counties within the region
Claim filing, processing, decision making, rating

Feedback from the ODVS liaison conversation was considered in developing themes for the “Key Findings”
section of this report.

7

The set of VARO questions can be found in the appendix section of this report.
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c. State Selection Process for Survey Participation
PCG applied the data gathered in the primary source research and literature review to select a sample group
for a state-by-state comparison. PCG identified “peer states” similar to Ohio, as well as high-performing states
with regards to federal revenue drawdown for benefits to be studied for lessons learned and potential
adaptation. PCG’s assessment of state performance was based on a variety of available criteria, including:









Overall per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Veteran Benefits8
Per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Pension and Disability Compensation9
Per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Education and Vocational Rehabilitation10
Per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Veteran Medical Services11
Percentage of State Veteran Population Receiving Compensation
Percentage of State Veteran Population Receiving Pension
Veteran Unemployment (General) Compared to Overall State Unemployment Rate
Veteran Unemployment (Post 9/11) Compared to Overall State Unemployment Rate

The states chosen were then surveyed to gather relevant data about their veterans services programs. PCG’s
selection of peer states relied on three basic parameters to identify states similar to Ohio:
1. Demographic similarity of the state populations, with special focus on the composition of each
state’s veteran population
2. Similar performance, using the criteria described above
3. Similar organizational structure and service delivery mechanisms
Although Ohio’s county-based veterans services structure is unique, PCG was able to isolate eight states as
sufficiently similar in all three parameters to be identified as peer states.
PCG also identified a total of eight high-performing states with regards to federal revenue draw-down to
be contacted for the survey. Many of these states were in various ways dissimilar from Ohio; however, they
were considered worthy of examination based on exemplary performance in one or more of the identified
criteria. The goal of these comparisons was to identify potential innovations from these states for
consideration in Ohio within the context of Ohio’s unique structure and demographic profile.
PCG issued the survey to sixteen states – an oversample – to ensure an adequate response rate above ODVS’
desire to receive responses from at least six states. As a result the final state-by-state comparison features
eleven states (including Ohio), which includes seven identified high-performers with regards to federal
revenue drawdown and three peer states.
8

This category includes combined federal payments for all USDVA Compensation & Pension, Education & Vocational
Rehabilitation/Employment, and Insurance & Indemnity programs, as well as USDVA expenditures for medical care. Total
expenditures for each state are divided by the state’s veteran population.
9 This category includes federal expenditures for the following programs: veterans' compensation for service-connected disability;
dependency and indemnity compensation for service-connected deaths; veterans' pension for non-service-connected disabilities;
and pension to veterans' surviving spouses and children. C&P expenditures for each state are divided by the state’s veteran
population.
10 This category includes federal expenditures for Education and Vocational Rehabilitation, which are separate programs, but are
combined into one category for display purposes in GDX. USDVA expenditures in this category include those for: automobiles
and adaptive equipment for certain disabled veterans and members of the Armed Forces; specially adapted housing for disabled
veterans; dependent’s educational assistance; vocational rehabilitation for disabled veterans; post-Vietnam era veterans’
educational assistance; Montgomery G.I. Bill for Selected Reserves; and Montgomery GI Bill.
11 Expenditures in the Medical Care category include USDVA medical services, medical administration, facility maintenance,
educational support, research support, and other overhead items. Medical Care does not include construction or other non-medical
support expenditures.
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d. Survey Development & Implementation
In collaboration with ODVS, PCG developed a survey for dissemination to the peer states and federal
revenue high performer states identified in the previous section to gather knowledge of common and
promising practices in the field.
The survey was designed to capture information about the four core program areas of interest:
administrative structure, funding, PoA services, and outreach, marketing and advocacy. PCG developed
questions in each of these areas, with an emphasis on the administrative structure component to allow for
questions about performance measures, technology, and partnerships. The end result was a 50-question
online survey developed and implemented via SurveyMonkey.com.
In the week prior to sending out the survey PCG reached out by phone to the sixteen states identified to
receive the survey in order to introduce the project and solicit initial commitments for participation. PCG
also followed up with an email to communicate a more detailed message about the survey. ODVS provided
contact information for this effort and also sent an initial introduction email to the sixteen states prior to
PCG’s outreach efforts. Based on this initial round of contact PCG confirmed intent to participate from
several states and unavailability from one state, which activated a replacement state being activated for
inclusion in the survey.
On May 21, 2013, PCG distributed the SurveyMonkey link by email to participants with a formal invitation
to participate on behalf of ODVS. States were given a two-week deadline of June 3, 2013, to complete the
survey. PCG was available throughout the window of participation for technical support and provided
assistance to one state that experienced technical difficulties. By three days prior to the initial deadline,
eight states in addition to Ohio had filled out complete or partial responses to the survey.
In order to encourage additional complete responses, the survey deadline was extended by one week, and a
final round of outreach was conducted. ODVS Director Thomas Moe contacted those states that had
completed partial responses thanking them for their participation and encouraging their completion of the
survey. All five of these states—Arizona, Kentucky, Nebraska, Tennessee, and Texas—went on to
complete the survey. PCG also conducted phone outreach in the first week of June. The final tally of
respondent states was ten: Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, Nebraska, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas (federal revenue high performing states emboldened,
Ohio-comparable states italicized). Ohio completed the survey as well to provide baseline information for
context and comparison bringing the total number of respondents to eleven.
Following the conclusion of the survey period PCG made follow-up phone calls to all ten respondent states
to clarify details of their respective service delivery models. Connection was made with five states:
Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, Nebraska, and Tennessee. There was a higher success rate of connection with
those states where someone was appointed by the department’s executive office to complete the survey.
During these conversations PCG took notes so that insights gleaned could be incorporated into the survey’s
findings.
For the analysis itself, PCG reviewed all responses, question by question, to draw out insights and useful
points of comparison for ODVS. The analysis followed the structure of the survey – and the core program
areas – and includes sections on administrative structure, funding, PoA services, and marketing, outreach
and advocacy. Because each state’s situation is unique and there are real-world limits to how much one
could change the veterans services system, our analysis aims to pull out those threads that resonate with the
Ohio context.
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IV. Key Findings
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Key Findings

This section of the report reflects key findings pertaining to each of the four core program areas. Each core
program area key finding section includes both research findings and related survey findings.
a. Service Delivery Systems, Structure & Function of Veterans Services Offices
i. Service Delivery Systems
Before revealing the survey findings specific to each of the four core study components, it is important to
discuss the nationwide research conducted, which established a framework for evaluating different types
of service delivery systems to veterans throughout the United States and provides useful insights for Ohio
in its own right. This research and subsequent framework also helped shape the survey questions.
PCG’s 50 state comparative analysis of veterans service delivery systems revealed four broad types of
service delivery among all programs. For the purposes of the study, these different types were classified
according to the role that a state’s veteran agency plays in delivering claims assistance; they include the
following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Service Delivery Systems
State Systems: service delivery integrated in a state agency
County Systems: service delivery localized via county offices
Hybrid Systems: service delivery shared among state and local agencies
Contracted Systems: service delivery outsourced to national veteran service organizations

In PCG’s nationwide examination, 24 states were identified as State Systems, three of
which – Arizona, Kentucky, and Oklahoma – participated in the survey.12 In these systems,
state agencies assume the role of a direct service provider, with all service officers
employed by the state rather than counties or municipalities. Although veteran services in
a State System are organized, funded, and delivered at the state level, services are not
necessarily centralized. Service delivery is frequently organized around “field offices” or “regional offices,”
with a central office to play a coordinating role, especially in heavily-populated or geographically-expansive
states. Some states, such as Alabama, localize service delivery by county, with county offices that are stateoperated. This model is especially common in Southern states. It is common for service officers to manage
multiple offices or frequently move between offices in many of these State Systems.
County Systems, in which services are delivered entirely at the local level in county offices,
are far less common. PCG identified only two states in which claims assistance and service
officer representation exists exclusively at the county level: Ohio and Wyoming.13 Further,
Ohio is unique as a County System, because Wyoming relies entirely on volunteer veteran
service officers. Only two counties in the state are staffed with county service officers, and
these two individuals serve on a volunteer basis. In a County System, the state agency does not have service
officer staff and does not perform claim assistance, relying entirely on county service officers.

12

The list of State Systems includes: Alabama, Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah,
Virginia, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia.
13 Prior to 2013, Michigan also operated as a County System. Following a major institutional reorganization of its veterans service
delivery system, effective March 2013, Michigan is beginning the transition to a more typically Hybrid System.
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In a Hybrid System, service officers are employed by state
agencies as well as local governments. This differs from
the County System in that county service officers exist, but
not every publicly-employed service officer is a county
employee. PCG has identified 23 states as Hybrid
Systems, seven of which – Arkansas, Florida, Nebraska,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas –
participated in the survey.14 Extensive variation exists
among these states in the functional role that the state
agency plays in service delivery. Although states and
localities
share
financial
and
administrative
responsibilities in all Hybrid Systems, the detailed
arrangements of state-local coordination differ substantially from state to state. State agencies in Hybrid
Systems also vary in their funding resources and authority over local offices. A wide spectrum exists from
state agencies that take on an active, authoritative role in veteran service delivery to those that assume a
more passive, coordinating function within the system.
In Hybrid Systems that are centered around a strong and active state agency the state agency will augment,
and sometimes even duplicate, county functions by deploying state personnel to deliver services locally. States
not only take on the responsibility of filling in service delivery gaps at the local level, but also assume
leadership in organizing and funding veteran services overall, with localities supporting state-led initiatives.
At the other end of the spectrum, more passive state agencies limit their direct service delivery or even
avoid direct involvement entirely. These states limit their activities to support functions such as
coordination, administrative oversight, and quality control of services delivered locally. Under these
circumstances, the relationship between state and local offices is more complementary versus competitive
in nature. State service officers are less likely to originate claims and are typically centralized in a state
claims office rather than deployed locally.
Finally, in a Contracted System, a state outsources its veteran services to national service
organization representatives and independent service officers. Several states supplement
their service officer personnel with contractors,15 but in a truly Contracted System claims
assistance services are completely privatized. The State of Alaska is the only state that
currently delegates responsibility for service provision entirely to paid NSO contractors.16
Related Survey Results

Ten of 16 states invited to participate in the survey administered by PCG responded including those
captured in Figure 3 below:
FIGURE 3

Federal Revenue High Performers
(7 Total)

Survey Respondents
Arkansas (AR), Arizona (AR), Kentucky (KY), North Carolina (NC),
Nebraska (NE), Oklahoma (OK), Texas (TX)

14

States with Hybrid Systems include: Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin.
15 Arizona, Michigan, and Oregon offer examples of how contractors are used in very different service delivery systems to
provide benefits counseling and claims assistance services.
16 Until recently, Vermont also relied entirely on veteran service organizations to perform claims assistance services. Its veterans
agency now employs two state service officers, however.
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Ohio-Comparable States (3 Total)

Florida (FL), Pennsylvania (PA), Tennessee (TN)

These states responded to the survey at completion rates ranging from 68% – 98% complete, for an overall
average completion rate of 86%, through a combination of survey responses and follow up conversations
led by PCG.17
The first question in the survey (Question 4) asked respondents to self-identify the structure for veterans
services in their state by choosing from the following choices: Services are administered at the state level;
Services are primarily administered at the state level with some services at the county level; Services are
administered primarily at the county level with some service at the state level; Services are administered at
the county level; or Other.
Figure 4 below presents a snapshot of the responses to this question in descending order of centralization,
with federal revenue high performing states emboldened, peer states italicized, and Ohio’s response
included for reference.
FIGURE 4

Administrative Structure

AR

State-level service administration
Primarily State, some County
Other (answers revealed “Both”)
Primarily County, some State

AZ

FL

x
x

KY

NC

NE

OH

x

OK

PA

x

x

TN

TX

x
x

x

x
x

x

No states reported a county-only
administrative structure. North Carolina,
Reflection
Nebraska, and Texas, all of which
PCG found these results especially interesting in light of the
marked “Other” indicated via a closer
previously discussed service delivery systems; State
look at subsequent survey responses that
Systems, County Systems, Hybrid Systems and Contracted
there is a balance between state and
Services. We attribute this categorization variation among
county service administration that can be
states that responded to the survey to the slightly different
labeled as “Both”. Both the state and
definitions of service delivery used to define each of the
county offices are responsible for
aforementioned systems.
Especially interesting is
substantial components of veterans
Pennsylvania’s self-identification as a State System despite
services administration in those states.
the existence of a strong county-based system of service
Pennsylvania’s self-identification as a
delivery, and PCG’s categorization of Pennsylvania’s
State System, despite the operation of a
veterans service delivery system to be most closely
developed county-based system within
comparable to that of Ohio’s based on research and our
the state, reflects some of the difficulties
state analysis rankings.
involved in providing a nationwide
comparison of service delivery systems.
While PCG has attempted to summarize different types of service delivery based on the different roles
played by state and local agencies in claims assistance, there are other ways to classify state administrative
roles that will present the state agency as more or less prominent within the service delivery system. It is
important to recognize that PCG’s survey ultimately reflects state perspectives on service delivery, which
may or may not be consistent with the perspective of local agencies.18

The chart entitled “Survey Completion Status by State by Question Type” is included in the Appendix Section of this report
which reflects further completion rate details.
18 Pennsylvania Department of Military and Veterans Affairs Website,
http://www.dmva.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/county_directors_for_veterans_affairs/11384, accessed July 3, 2013.
17
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Survey respondents were also asked to indicate how many local offices provide services throughout the
state (Question 5). Figure 5 below reflects the results by reported administrative structure, with federal
revenue high performers emboldened, Ohio-comparable states italicized, and Ohio’s response included for
reference.
FIGURE 5

Administrative Structure
State-level service
administration
Primarily State, some
County
Other (answers revealed
"Both")
Primarily County, some
State

0 Local
Offices

1 to 25 Local
Offices

KY

AZ, OK

Interestingly, we see in the table above that the federal
revenue high performers fall into two main types: those
with tight centralization and few local outposts (AZ, KY,
OK), and those with extensive local networks (AR, NC,
NE, TX). Kentucky reported zero local offices, although
there are 18 regional offices organized as extensions of the
state offices with state employees who deliver services to
veterans. All respondents who indicated “Other” to the
basic administrative structure category are federal revenue
high performers. The three states in this “Other” category
rely on a coordinated administrative structure in which
state and county offices play defined roles – similar to the
Hybrid System as defined previously. For all three, the
state provides services while the county offices provide
the manpower and local infrastructure to carry out
services.

26 to 50 Local
Offices

51 to 75 Local
Offices

75+ Local
Offices

PA
AR, FL
NC, NE, TX
TN, OH

Reflection
In Nebraska, the relationship between
county and state is especially well
defined. Most services are initiated at the
county level and referred up to the state
as appropriate in each case. All State
employees are based in the capital. The
state office reviews and advances
applications submitted by the county
offices, as well as provide PoA services.
This two-step structure presents a means
of maximizing an extensive local
network
while
providing
some
coordination of applications from a
central state office.

ii. Structure & Function of Veterans Services Offices
States vary widely in the range of veterans benefits offered. PCG conducted an
analysis of the benefit sets available to veterans in each state. This analysis was
designed to determine how different service offerings impact states’ organizational
structures, funding resources, and overall performance in providing claims
assistance services. State benefits must be appropriately classified in order to
furnish an ‘apples-to-apples’ comparison of veterans’ benefits between states. This
has allowed PCG to identify a number of state performance variables, many of
which are not evident from examining organizational structure. Ultimately, this analysis shows that state
performance is impacted as much by the specific content of service delivery as by the form of that delivery.
State Services &
Benefits
Composition
Available to
Veterans

Few studies have attempted to categorize and compare the wide range of services and benefits offered by
state to their veteran populations.19 Given the dependence of many state benefits on the particularities of
individual state tax codes and legal regulations, nothing like a “standard” state set of benefits has emerged

19

The Colorado Board of Veterans Affairs conducted a comparative study of state veterans benefits in 2010, which it published as
a part of its 2010-2014 Stategic Plan.
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among states, nor do states understand the types of benefits they offer in the same way.20 Although the wide
range of benefit offerings can be classified in multiple ways, in an effort to provide a consistent
categorization that will allow ‘apples-to-apples’ comparison of state benefit packages, PCG has analyzed
the myriad benefits offered by states into ten distinct types of benefits: 1. Housing Benefits, 2. Tax Benefits,
3. Financial Benefits, 4. Employment and Business Benefits, 5. Education Benefits, 6. Fee Waiver Benefits,
7. Health Benefits, 8. Burial Benefits, 9. Recognition Benefits, and 10. Miscellaneous Benefits.
Each of these benefit types includes a variety of specific benefits. For example, specific housing benefits
offered by states range from traditional veterans homes to low-interest home loan programs, land and real
estate discounts, and dedicated homeless programs. Similarly, employment benefits consist of programs as
diverse as preferential hiring policies, veteran unemployment insurance systems, retirement credits for
years of military service, and career training and job placement assistance. Within the ten benefit types,
PCG classified services into 36 distinct benefit groups or sub-types.
Based on a comprehensive review of information publicly available through state websites and previously
published studies, it appears that Ohio offers the most extensive state benefit set, which includes 24 of the
36 identified benefit groups. Ohio is also the only state that reports at least one type of benefit in every
benefit category. The least extensive benefit set includes only five types of benefits, with the typical value
being 12.
The depth of Ohio’s benefit offerings is at least as significant as its breadth. In addition to relatively easyto-deliver standard benefits such as tuition waivers and free hunting and fishing licenses, Ohio operates a
large number of resource-intensive programs such as veterans homes, war bonuses, individual grant
assistance, and non-emergency medical transportation for VA health center appointments. Arguably, Ohio
offers the most wide-ranging state benefits package in the country.
Figure 6 on the following page reflects the benefit category and benefit type offered across the country,
according to state websites and previous published studies, and indicates the total number of states offering
each benefit type, as well as an indicator regarding whether the benefit type is available to veterans in Ohio.

20

For example, a state might offer a tuition exemption for certain kinds of vocational training in order to increase employment
opportunities for veterans. One might state might list this as an educational benefit in its benefit literature, while another might list
it as an employment benefit, or a fee waiver benefit, or a financial assistance benefit.
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FIGURE 6

Benefit Category
Housing Benefits

Tax Benefits

Financial Benefits

Employment & Business Benefits

Education Benefits

Fee Waiver Benefits

Health Benefits

Burial Benefits

Recognition Benefits

Miscellaneous Benefits

Benefit Type
Veterans Home
Home Loans
Land Discount
Homeless Programs
Property Tax
Income Tax
Sales/Excise Tax
War Bonus
Grant Assistance
Loan Assistance
Other Financial Benefits*
Preferential Hiring
Job Protection
Pension Credit
Training & Placement Assistance
Experience Credit
Unemployment Insurance
Business Benefits
Tuition Assistance
High School Diploma
Motor Vehicles
Hunting, Fishing Licenses
Park Passes
Professional Licenses
Records Services
Other Exceptions**
Medical
Behavioral
Medical Transport
Veterans Cemetery
Gravestones & Burial Honors
Burial Assistance
Indigent Burial
Veteran ID
License Plates
Parking Permits
Guardianship
Voter Registration
Legal Aid
Women and Minorities
Other***

# of States
45
11
2
11
41
15
6
12
23
6
6
36
11
10
29
4
6
7
45
17
24
42
20
8
26
3
7
7
6
27
13
11
5
6
35
12
7
5
2
5
9

Ohio
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Source: Constructed from state benefit offerings published at Military.com (http://www.military.com/benefits/veteran-statebenefits). Reported state benefits were also checked against benefit information posted on each state veterans services website, and
corrected and updated as necessary.
* These benefits include forms of financial assistance that do not involve form of direct monetary assistance. One example of this type
is a benefit in which the state provides fiduciary services for a veteran’s state.
** These benefits include fee waivers for public transportation, which are not to be confused with non-emergency medical
transportation.
*** The benefits include unique kinds of programs or services that do not clearly fall into other benefit types. An example from Utah is
that veterans are allowed free use of state armories.
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The greatest strength of Ohio’s service delivery system is its capacity for securing and maintaining the
extensive financial and personnel resources necessary to provide comprehensive veteran services
throughout the state. Ohio’s unique system is especially well-adapted for guaranteeing funding and staff
support for state veterans services and benefits. However, the system has also created significant limitations
in the state’s ability to coordinate the claims assistance activities necessary to advocate most effectively for
Ohio veterans at the federal level, and to maximize USDVA expenditures within the state.
According to figures released in USDVA’s FY 2011 GDX, Ohio ranks 41 st nationally in federal
expenditures per veteran and 45th in key service areas such as claims assistance for disability compensation
and pension claims. Despite Ohio’s varied performance record in drawing down federal expenditures, its
county-based system can boast of other significant accomplishments at the federal level. For instance, Ohio
is ranked 46th in its percentage of veterans drawing disability compensation; however, the state appears to
be a strong performer in pension claims, ranking 8th in the percentage of veterans drawing VA pensions.
There are a number of factors that contribute to regional disparities in disability claims which are
independent of service delivery and beyond the control of the state and local agencies responsible for filing
claims.21 However, PCG believes that Ohio’s uneven performance at the federal level relative to other states
stems in part from coordination challenges arising from its unique service delivery structure. At the same
time, the state’s below average federal outcomes are related to its ambitiously comprehensive state benefit
offerings. PCG’s analysis showed that a moderate correlation exists between a state’s performance ranking
in capturing federal compensation and pension expenditures and the range of state benefits it offers.
States offering fewer types of benefits tend to cluster around the higher end of the federal performance
spectrum.22 On the other hand, states offering more types of benefits tend to fall at the lower end of this
range.23 Seven of the 10 strongest federal performers offer fewer types of benefits than the national mean
of 12.4.24 The lowest fifth of federal revenue performers, however, had an average or above-average number
of benefit types.25 Eight of the 10 lowest performers offer a range of benefits higher than the national
average.
Related Survey Results

The research described above draws on published information; the survey captured related information on
services provided. Respondents were polled about services provided by their state and local offices
(Questions 7 and 8). All but one respondent indicated that their state agencies were responsible for more
services than ODVS. Figure 7 on the following page captures the respondent count for each state-provided
service type, with services provided by ODVS represented in orange.26

21

See Institute for Defense Analyses, Analysis of Differences in Disability Compensation in the Department of Veterans Affairs,
IDA Paper P-4175, vol. 1 (2006: Dec.), for the definitive discussion of the many variables that contribute to regional variation in
disability ratings and benefit awards within the VA system.
22 These high performance states, including their benefit types, are: Oklahoma (8), New Mexico (13), West Virginia (7), Arkansas
(9), Nebraska (9), Maine (10), Alabama (17), South Carolina (14), Kentucky (10), and Texas (11).
23 These states, including their benefit types, are: Iowa (14), New York (13), New Jersey (20), New Hampshire (14), Ohio (19),
Indiana (12), Maryland (19), Pennsylvania (16), Illinois (15), and Connecticut (11).
24 The average number of benefit groups among the Top 10 performers is 10.4.
25 The average number of benefit groups among the Bottom 10 performers is 15. The smallest number of benefit groups featured
among these states is 12.
26 Note that the total number of respondents does not include ODVS’ survey responses in the chart entitled “Services Provided by
State Veterans Agencies.
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FIGURE 7

Services Provided by State Veterans Agencies
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Notably, all ten respondents indicated that their state offices were responsible for VA claims preparation
and claims assistance and/or PoA services; however, the range of reported services provided at local
agencies was variable.
 Arizona and Kentucky indicated their local agencies were not responsible for any services,
consistent with their depiction in other responses as strongly centralized. Although there are some
veterans service offices outside of the central state office, responses indicate that those outposts are
not directly responsible for the administration of services, but rather these offices carry out services
officially administered by the state agency.
 All respondents except for Arizona and Kentucky indicated that local offices were responsible for
VA claims preparation.
 North Carolina, Nebraska, and Texas, all federal revenue high performers with high numbers of
local offices, indicated that the local offices are also responsible for transportation and outreach
services. This suggests that an active and engaged local system can be an important piece of
maximizing federal drawdown for veterans services administration.
Respondents were asked to provide information pertaining to performance
measures associated with various types of veterans services and to specify
the frequency of the associated reporting (Questions 13-18). Responses
Provide
varied greatly in depth of detail provided; there were both high-performers and peer states who reported
using no measures, as well as states in both categories who reported using measures.
Performance Measures

 Arkansas, Nebraska, and Pennsylvania all indicated that they did not use any performance measures
for their veterans services.
 Florida and Oklahoma indicated that measures exist but did not list any in their survey responses.
 Kentucky did not report any specific measures within their survey responses but they did confirm
tracking data on claims and appeals filed through follow-up conversations; however, the state does
not use the information to inform agency decision-making at any point.
Figure 8 on the following page highlights examples of measures reported, with federal revenue high
performers emboldened and Ohio-comparable states italicized.
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FIGURE 8

Service Type

Compensation
Claims & Pension
Claims

Education Benefits
Access

Employment
Services

Other

Measures/Metrics Reported
Claims filed and developed on behalf of disabled veterans (TX)
Active veteran benefit cases represented by the state agency (TX)
Appeals of unfavorable VA decisions filed on behalf of veterans (TX)
Number of VA decisions reviewed (TX)
VA payments to veterans represented by the state agency, per $ spent (TX)
Increase in monetary awards generated by claims and appeals (AZ)
Claims granted vs. those denied must be 45% or greater (NC)
Number of claims by state agency must increase by 1% annually (NC)
Compensation and pension grants (NC)
Performance evaluations for state employees (TN)
Annual skill level testing (TN)
Response times for congressional inquiries (TN)
QA by Claims Office of claims submitted by state and county service officers (TN)
Average number of participants in veterans education and training
programs (TX)
Scholarship applications (NC)
Veterans Employment Services customers served (TX)
Recently separated entered employment rate and retention rate (TX)
Disabled veteran entered employment rate and retention rate (TX)
Veterans weighted entered employment rate (TX)
Veterans entered retention rate (TX)
Veterans average earnings (TX)
Percent of newly appointed CVSOs who attend initial training (TX)
Percent of CVSOs who attend continuing training conferences (TX)
Veterans, dependents, and survivors served by Veterans’ Assistance Fund
Grants (TX)
Providing assistance to CVSOs (NC)
Customer satisfaction (AZ, NC)
Cemetery burials for veterans and dependents (NC)
State Veterans Homes (number and quality of care) (NC)
Staff turnover (NC)

In considering the structure and organization of state veterans agencies, it is
helpful to compare Ohio’s structure with peer agencies across the country. In
reviewing state structures, it appears that there are three major variables that
affect the agency’s overall structure and its authority to oversee veterans’
services. These variables include:

Administrative
Structure &
Statutory
Authorization

1. Degree of independence from the state National Guard
2. Level of access to the state executive
3. Relative consolidation of services in a single agency authority
All states have an organized National Guard, and all have an agency of some type to communicate with
veterans affairs. Only a few states, such as Pennsylvania and North Carolina in PCG’s survey sample, house
the National Guard and the state’s veterans agency within the same department. Most states have standalone departments of veterans services, although these entities diverge considerably in their level of access
to the state executive and ability to influence veterans affairs policy. The exact composition and
memberships of veterans commissions can also vary widely from state to state, and not all states have
veterans commissions.
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There appears to be widespread consensus that a veterans agency with cabinet-level access is best equipped
to respond to the changing needs of state veteran populations, as well as maximize the state’s ability to
advocate effectively for veterans at the USDVA.27 As a result, many states within the last decade have
contemplated major re-organizations of their veteran agencies. Ohio is among these states that have
implemented significant organizational reforms by granting its agency a cabinet position. Michigan has
also begun the process of reorganizing its state agency, formally separating its veterans affairs and military
affairs agencies, and elevating its veterans services department to cabinet-level status.
States also vary in the extent to which they integrate all veteran services in a single agency. For example,
most state veterans homes are administrated by the state veterans agency. However, some states believe
that these entities are more appropriately overseen by a Department of Aging, or, in the case of Texas, under
a separate, dedicated state agency. In many states, veteran-focused programs may be distributed over a
number of agencies. To cite one extreme, Michigan’s veterans system at one point housed its various
benefits and services for veterans in 15 different state departments, creating considerable confusion among
veterans seeking assistance.
These variables can have a major impact on state agency functions, responsibilities, and authorities, and
consequently, available budgetary resources and staff requirements. As a result, it is difficult to make a
direct comparison across state agencies in order to determine standard practices or to identify financial and
organizational efficiencies. As evidenced in Figure 9 below, the decision to operate veterans homes within
a state veterans agency substantially alters the scope of a state’s veterans program, generating far more
intensive budgetary and personnel needs than an agency that delegates these services to other departments
or contracts with private providers.
FIGURE 9
State Veterans Affairs Agencies
Veteran
Population

Budget

Employees

State
Homes

State
Cemetery

Stand Alone
Department

Cabinet
Level

Nebraska

150,394

$1,021,750

18

***

1

Yes

Yes

Ohio

935,440

$62,000,000

866

2

0

Yes

Yes

Pennsylvania

1,000,000

$100,000,000

2,065

6

0

No

No

Texas

1,700,000

$21,931,323

359

***

***

Yes

No

Survey State

Source: South Dakota Legislative Research Council Issue Memorandum 10-02, Nov. 2010.
*** Indicates that veterans home or cemetery is maintained by a separate department.
Please note that the budget column in this chart reflects a combined total for State Veterans Budgets + Veterans Homes Budgets

Figure 9 expresses some of the difficulties in attempting an exact comparison among state agencies without
additional contextualization. The four survey states highlighted above all feature CVSOs and county-based
services, and all operate state veterans homes. The purpose of the chart above is not to demonstrate what
these states have in common, but rather to illustrate the different organizational structures, administrative
responsibilities, and relative resource requirements, even among states that deliver the same types of
services in similar ways.
ODVS staff and budgetary requirements are typical for a populous state that houses all veterans services
under a single agency. ODVS operates two veterans homes, with the vast majority of its financial and staff
resources dedicated to these organizations. Although Pennsylvania’s veteran population is largely
comparable to Ohio’s, its four additional homes required a budget during the period two-thirds larger than
Ohio’s and well over twice the state personnel.

27

All of the policy analyses reviewed by PCG which addressed this question argued for the superiority of a cabinet-level position.
For details, see South Dakota Legislative Research Council Issue Memorandum 10-02, Nov. 2010.
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Nebraska and Texas provide a significant contrast to Ohio and other states in this regard. While both of these
states operate state veterans homes, Nebraska’s four homes are administered by a division of the state’s
Department of Health and Human Services, while Texas’ eight homes are owned by a state veterans’ agency,
the Veterans Land Board, who contracts with private long-term care providers to staff and administer its
homes. Without appropriate contextualization, it would appear that Texas devotes fewer total resources than
other large states to veterans services, despite having one of the largest veteran populations in the country,
and despite its reputation for prioritizing veterans services at state and local levels.
In order to generate a reliable baseline for comparison of core state agency functions reviewed in this study,
it is necessary not only to bracket off an agency’s veterans home expenditures, but also to account for an
agency’s additional administrative and service delivery responsibilities depending on whether it belongs to a
State System or a Hybrid System. When it comes to county-based systems reduced to core operational
functions, Nebraska and Texas offer two apt examples of the differences in organizational scale among state
programs. Nebraska is a small, high-performing state that focuses a substantial amount of its agency budget
on claims assistance activities. Texas is a large, high-performing state that also expends considerable state
resources on claims assistance, though its sheer size requires that it dedicate a larger percentage of its available
resources to administration and coordination of state and county services.
At the local level veterans agencies also exhibit diversity. Twenty-five states authorize local governments to
appoint a veteran services officer; however, there is little standardization or elaboration in many states about
the administrative structure of these offices, and only seven states legally require counties to employ a service
officer.28 For the most part counties enjoy considerable flexibility in the responsibilities and authorities they
assign to veteran services personnel. In states in which individual county officers are not mandatory, many
rural counties share resources to staff an office that serves multiple counties. By contrast, states with large
urban populations will often organize their veterans offices on a municipal rather than a county basis. It is
impossible to generalize across states—and frequently within states—about the different ways in which local
offices are organized in relation to the rest of local government.29 In some cases, local offices are organized
as separate departments whereas in other cases, offices are subordinated under a broader social services or
community affairs department or placed directly within an executive office.
Organizational structures such as Ohio’s CVSC are somewhat rare among states that authorize local
agencies. PCG identified similar structures only in Illinois and Nebraska. Even in these cases, there are
important differences with major ramifications for the checks and balances among state and county
officials. Illinois’ analogue to the CVSC, the Veterans’ Assistance Commission (VAC), performs nearly
all of the same functions as Ohio’s CVSOs. At the same time, the funding for VAC-appointed officer
salaries and expenses appears to remain under the discretion of the county executive, which ultimately
limits the operational autonomy of these entities.30 Nebraska’s system of county offices is more comparable
to Ohio’s structure than any other state model and is also funded by a millage tax; however, a key difference
between Nebraska’s County Veterans Service Committees and Ohio’s CVSC is that Nebraska’s committee
members are appointed (and subject to removal) by the county boards themselves.31 In Ohio veterans
commissioners are appointed by the county judge and so these commissioners and their appointees can only
be removed under the authority of the judge. This provides an important judicial check to the county
executive’s influence on the financial and personnel decisions of CVSOs.

28

These states are: Indiana, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Texas and Wisconsin.
Michigan offers another extreme case of lack of uniformity. County offices in the state can be established under three competing
and conflicting state statutory authorities which provide for very different organizational relationships with the county executive.
One of the priorities in the state’s reorganization of state veteran services is to reconcile these conflicting authorities.
30 330 ILCS 45/10.
31 R.R.S. Neb. § 80-103.
29
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PCG’s examination has already described some of the strengths of Ohio’s county-based administrative
structure, and the autonomy that it affords to county veterans services officials. The system promotes a
combination of political self-determination and financial control over services within the CVSC. This
ensures that veterans services are prioritized locally, and that robust financial resources are available even
to rural counties, at least relative to peer counties in other states. This structure ensures that service officers
are embedded in and accessible to the veteran communities they serve. It also mitigates some of the critical
staff retention problems confronted by CVSO systems in other states, by providing more sufficient funding
for officer salaries. Finally, it provides the basic funding base that allows the state to afford the wide range
of benefits and services offered to Ohio veterans.
At the same time, the structures required to secure adequate local funding also incur tradeoffs which make
coordination of veteran services challenging in some regards, both among the counties themselves and in
relationship to the state agency. Moreover, the decentralization of office administration contributes
substantially to a lack of standardization in oversight and quality control over service officer products.
While the system is well organized for delivering state services, it is not positioned to optimize claims
assistance services at the federal level. The result is that it is limited in its ability to organize service delivery
in order to maximize the drawdown of federal VA expenditures.
Related Survey Findings

Regarding the appointment of local office directors (Question 6), survey results confirm that Ohio’s system
of appointment via a select veterans services commission is unique, although other states are similarly
decentralized, with no state authority exercised over local appointments. Local officer appointment by a
local executive was the most common response:
 In Arkansas, county judges
appoint the county officers.
Reflection
 In Florida, Pennsylvania,
In a follow up conversation with Leon Wilford, Chief of Field
Tennessee, and Texas,
Services for Arkansas Department of Veterans Affairs on June 18,
2013, PCG learned the following additional details regarding the
local
directors
are
state’s officer appointment process: Arkansas leverages its
appointed by another local
unusual appointment structure to keep strong relations with its
executive (mayor, county
75 county offices. The high number of local offices presents a
commissioner, etc.).
management challenge for the state, and so recognizing that
 Nebraska’s system is the
issues at the local level are first referred to the county judges, the
most similar to Ohio’s; in
state office has found ways to establish strong relationships with
Nebraska, County Veteran
those judges. Judges have three annual meetings in the capital
Service
Officers
are
each year, which state office representatives attend. The State
nominated
by
county
Field Services office works through the county judges as much as
boards, but must also be
possible. State employees also perform regional site trainings for
validated by the State
groups of approximately ten at a time, in addition to an annual
Department of Veterans
training for all.
Affairs.
 In the most centralized
administrative structures—Arizona, Kentucky, and Oklahoma—local directors are either appointed
by the state veterans agency or not considered appointments at all. In these cases, the directors are
considered simply employees of the state office.
All respondents indicated that they have accreditation requirements for State and/or County Veterans
Service Officers (Questions 11 and 12).
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 The most commonly referenced accreditation standard referenced by name was the VA Training
Response, Involvement, and Preparation of claims (TRIP), identified by Arkansas, Arizona, and
Kentucky.
 Arizona, Florida, and Pennsylvania referred to compliance with federal standards (i.e., the training
requirement on VA Forms 21 and 21A32).
 Several states indicated more extensive accreditation requirements:
 North Carolina has its own training materials, including a 100-question test approved by
the General Counsel and administered by state training staff, and the state also requires 20
hours of continuing education
 Texas requires 24 credit hours in addition to initial training for accreditation
 Oklahoma requires completion of a service organization training program and has
instituted a probation period for its officers
b. Funding of Services
There are five major funding mechanisms used to support State veterans services agencies: 1. State General
Funds, 2. Federal Funds, 3. Generated Funds, 4. Bond Proceeds, and 5. Veterans Trust Funds. From this
slate of options, a wide variety of funding models have evolved, combining different mechanisms in
different ways from state to state. Funding models are particular to each state, reflecting the historical
evolution of its veteran services agency and programs. Even states that utilize the same major funding
sources will not necessarily apply them in the same proportions. For example, in FY 2012, 40% of Ohio’s
funding for veterans services came from state general funds. In the same year, 45.5% of Minnesota’s
program was financed with state appropriations, and Georgia drew on general funds for 55.3% of its
funding. By contrast, state general funds made up only 8% of Florida’s veterans services budget. State
financing systems also appear to be largely independent of the service delivery system in place. The state’s
general fund plays a role in the funding of virtually every state veteran services agency; however, many
agencies have diversified their financing arrangements in order to decrease their dependence on state
general revenues.
A survey conducted by the Colorado Department of Veteran Affairs in 2009 found wide discrepancies in
general revenue funding per veteran in a survey of 31 state programs. At one extreme, the State of
Connecticut spent $148.53 of its general fund on each of its resident veterans; however, Colorado itself
spent only $2.32 per veteran from its general fund.33 The study set aside expenditures related to veterans
homes, which must be considered separately, due to the special financing burdens involved in operating
long term care facilities.
Federal funds often play a major role in state agency funding, depending on the services offered and the
available avenues for federal drawdown. Sources of federal funding include Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursements for long term care at veterans home facilities, VA burial reimbursements, VA education
reimbursements for costs incurred by State Approving Agencies, VA housing funds, and VA grants for
construction projects and specific service programs and projects. Veterans homes are the largest source of
federal revenue, though in principle and often in fact, they require approximately equal levels of funding
from state budgets to support them.
Increasingly, state agencies have found novel ways to generate additional funds through their own activities
outside of government appropriations. State agencies typically draw revenue in the form of veteran home
assessments and hospice reimbursements, as well as rental income from agency assets. Because the veteran
community enjoys broad public support, state veteran agencies are afforded fundraising opportunities not
32
33

Forms available for reference at http://www.va.gov/ogc/accreditation.asp, accessed on July 3, 2013.
See Colorado Board of Veterans Affairs, Strategic Plan: 2010-2014, Revised and Updated (2010).
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often available to other state agencies. In addition to traditional individual and corporate donations, some
state agencies have been able to raise substantial funds through sales of specialized veteran license plates,
dedicated lottery ticket sales, and income tax refund donation opportunities on state tax forms.
In some cases, state agencies sell bonds to finance particular programs. For example, Ohio issued bonds in
2009 to support its recently-established war bonus benefit for returning veterans. Similarly, California also
uses bond proceeds to finance its home loan program.
Veterans Trust Funds are the final source of state agency funding. PCG identified 26 states that have already
established Veterans Trust Funds, with additional trusts pending legislative approval.34 These funds
typically depend on some combination of the other four funding sources to build initial investment capital.
Thereafter, they generate additional revenues for state agencies through investment returns.
The majority of existing trust funds originate from special appropriations of state funds for investment
capital; however, many of the funds established in the last decade rely on generated income mechanisms.
These include specialized license plate sales, income tax refund donations, and lottery ticket sales. Lottery
ticket sales, in particular, have the capacity to generate large revenues in a relatively short span of time.
Illinois, Iowa and Texas have all established funds within the last decade derived from dedicated “Veterans
Cash” lottery games.
Utilization of Veterans Trust Funds varies significantly from state to state. In the case of Florida, 92% of
the state agency’s FY 2012 budget came from trust funds, with the remaining 8% drawn from the state
general fund. The Florida Department of Veteran Affairs receives the vast majority of its revenue from four
different trust funds with four distinct financing mechanisms (see table below). States such as Connecticut
and Michigan used postwar revenue surpluses (from WWI and WWII, respectively) to establish Veterans
Trust Funds intended to honor and serve veterans in perpetuity. Due to their size, these funds can be used
to fund a wide array of veteran programs and services. However, the vast majority of trusts are used either
to support veterans homes, or to provide some sort of financial assistance to needy veterans or organizations
that provide relief to veterans and their families.
Figure 10 on the following pages offers a synopsis of known Veterans Trust Funds:

34

States with Veterans Trust Funds are indicated in the chart entitled, “Veterans Trust Fund Overview”.
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FIGURE 10
Veterans Trust Fund Overview
State

Name of Fund(s)

Fund Sources

Fund Uses

Alabama

Veterans Living Legacy Trust
Fund,
Alabama Veterans Home Trust
Fund

Living Legacy: $0.50 deposited from every drivers' license fee collected
Veterans Home: gifts, donations, contributions to support aging veterans

Living Legacy Trust Fund finances Alabama Veterans
Living Legacy, a memorial to remember and respect
American veterans; Alabama Veterans Home Trust
fund supports veterans homes

Alaska

Alaska Veterans Memorial
Endowment Fund

State appropriations; donations; income earned on investments

Construction and maintenance of veteran monuments
and memorials

Arizona*

Arizona State Home for
Veterans Trust Fund

Monies from private insurance, VA per diem, Medicaid and Medicare. Also
license plate donations

Funds the Arizona State Veterans Homes

Colorado

Colorado State Veterans Trust
Fund

State Appropriations

Funding for capital improvements and amenities at
State Vet Nursing Homes; operation of State Vet
Cemeteries; DVA costs; grants to vet non-profits

Connecticut

Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines
Fund

Delaware

Delaware Veterans Trust Fund

Florida*

State Home for Veterans Trust
Fund
Federal Grants Trust Fund
Operations & Maintenance
Trust Fund
Grants & Donations Trust Fund

SHVTF comes from proceeds for sale of license plates;
Federal grants fund derives from federal grants;
Operations & Maintenance comes from vet home revenues
Grants & Donations comes from donations, gifts and endowments

Each fund finances designated components of state
veterans department

Illinois

Illinois Veterans Assistance
Fund

Funded by Illinois lottery; possibly not a true trust fund like most other
trust funds

Grants to organizations providing veterans services
and financial assistance to needy veterans

Indiana

Veterans' Affairs Trust Fund

Funded by legislative appropriation, sale of specialty license plates

Finances Military Family Relief Fund

Iowa

Iowa Veterans Trust Fund
Kentucky Veterans Program
Trust Fund

Funded by Iowa lottery
Funded by state income tax refund donations and $5.00 of specialty
license plate purchases and renewals

Maryland

Maryland Veterans Trust Fund

Funded by donations

Temporary Assistance to Needy Veterans
Finances numerous programs and projects that help
veterans, as well as KDVA operations
Temporary Assistance to Needy Veterans; grants for
veteran programs and maintenance of cemeteries and
memorials

Massachusetts**

Bill S. 143 authorizing
Massachusetts Veterans
Assistance Trust Fund awaiting
passage

Michigan

Veterans Trust Fund

Created in 1946 from $50 million in postwar reserve funds

Temporary Assistance to needy veterans; tuition
grants to dependents of disabled and deceased
veterans; emergency education loans to veterans and
their dependents

Minnesota

Minnesota Veterans 4 Veterans
Trust Fund

Established in 2006 from $5 million real estate sale

Grants for veterans projects

Kentucky*
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State allocation of funds in 1919. Taxation on cigarettes (eliminated in
1962)
Established in April 2013. So far unfunded, but plans to fund through
donations on state income tax

Temporary Assistance to Needy Veterans
Temporary Assistance to Needy Veterans
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Missouri

Montana**
Nebraska*
New York**

Veterans Commission Capital
Improvement Trust Fund
Missouri Veterans Trust Fund
Montana Veterans Home Loan
Program funded by $15 million
from Montana Coal Tax Trust
Fund
Nebraska Veterans Aid Fund
New York City Veterans Fund
(not state affiliated)

VCCITF: Veterans Home Revenues, casino fees
VTF: Gifts and donations

Support of veterans homes; NSO grants; memorials
and cemeteries

--

--

State Appropriation

Temporary Assistance to Needy Veterans

--

--

North Carolina*

Veterans Home Trust Fund

Federal grants and reimbursements; gifts and donations

Support of veterans homes

North Dakota

Veterans Post War Trust Fund

Created in 1943 with state appropriation

Support programs of state veterans agency

Oregon

Veterans Home Trust Fund

Proceeds from specialty license plates; gifts and donations

Support of veteran home

Pennsylvania*
South Carolina
Texas*

Pennsylvania Veterans Trust
Fund
Veterans' Trust Fund
Texas Land Board Trust
Fund for Veterans' Assistance
Hazlewood Act Trust Fund

Vermont

Vermont Veterans Fund

Virginia

Veterans Services Fund

Managed by Pennsylvania Veteran Foundation, funded by donations from
license renewals and registrations and proceeds from specialty license
plates
State appropriation; gifts and donations
Lottery proceeds; vehicle registration proceeds; donations; state
employee charitable campaign; Texas Housing Trust Fund; appropriations
from state higher education budget
Established in 2010, funded mainly by state income tax return donations
and individual gifts
State appropriation

Grants for veterans organizations; support for county
veterans programs; veterans housing assistance
Grants to programs supporting veterans
Home loan and improvement program
Grants to programs and projects benefiting veterans
Funding for higher education benefits
Grants to programs and projects benefiting veterans,
including LTC, homeless, and transportation services
Supports care centers, homeless programs, mental
health programs

Every county has its own
Washington**
--Veteran Assistance Fund
Wisconsin
Veterans Trust Fund
Formed in 1961 as consolidation of separate state benefit funds
Finances majority of state agency programs
Wyoming Veterans
Wyoming
Proceeds from specialty license plates
Support WVC programs
Commission Trust Fund
*Indicates that the state participated in PCG’s survey
** Indicates the three states; Montana, New York and Washington that do not have formal trust funds, but do have similar financing mechanisms in place. Massachusetts is in the process of
passing a bill that would authorize a Veterans Trust Fund.
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Funding options for local veterans offices tend to be more limited than the range of mechanisms available
to state agencies. The overwhelming majority of county offices are funded out of the county’s general fund,
and so depend on an allocation determined by the county executive; however, a handful of states, including
Ohio, authorize counties to levy a special property tax to help fund county offices. Seven states currently
permit dedicated property taxes, with varying millage rates.35
Service delivery systems that rely on county
offices or other local agencies frequently
confront severe funding shortages, often paired
with major disparities in the resources available
from county to county. Especially in rural
counties with low tax bases, county offices are
hard-pressed to find the funds to hire and retain
experienced service officer staff. In most
counties, veterans services compete with
numerous county needs and priorities.
Resources that would otherwise be directed to
veterans are perpetually at risk of co-option by
other county functions. Many county directors
and service officers are required to divide their
time between providing veterans services and
fulfilling other county duties.

California’s Medi-Cal
Cost Avoidance Program
Federal funding is sometimes available to counties
through VA grants for specific projects, but is
rarely an option for counties’ regular
administrative activities. One notable exception is
California’s Medi-Cal Cost Avoidance Program. In
this program, the state veterans agency partners
with the state Medicaid agency to draw down
federal Medicaid Administrative Claiming (MAC)
funds, which are used to reimburse county VA
claims assistance efforts. Claims assistance and
benefits counseling direct eligible veterans to VA
health services instead of the state’s Medicaid
system. Therefore, the state argues that claims
assistance provided by county service officers
constitutes a Medicaid cost avoidance activity and
is eligible for federal matching funds. To PCG’s
knowledge, the Medi-Cal Cost Avoidance Program
is the only program of its kind among veteran
agencies throughout the country.

States have developed a variety of strategies for
providing additional funding for local service
delivery, including dedicated property tax
structures to ensure ample funding for officer
salaries; however, county governments have a
variety of means at their disposal to recapture
restricted funds and to re-direct these monies back into the county general fund. Some states have resorted
to simply subsidizing local service delivery with state funds, while others have employed autonomous
governing structures, designed to administer funds for veteran services independently of other county
services.
In the case of states that directly supplement inadequate local funding with state funds for veteran services,
state agencies have devised a number of mechanisms to subsidize local service delivery. Since counties and
municipalities in most states lack the basic funding to hire and retain skilled professionals to serve as veteran
service officers, most types of state subsidies are typically aimed at supporting service officer salaries.
Specific mechanisms include the following:
 In Arkansas (a survey state), counties are permitted to apply for financial assistance from the state.36
The state’s subsidy formula has evolved so that the state matches one dollar for every two dollars
of county funds used to pay for service officer salaries and expenses.
 In California, counties are responsible for county officer salaries and expenses, but the state
distributes payments on a pro rata basis according to the number of officers employed in each
county.37

35

These states are: Florida, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, and Oregon.
A.C.A. § 20-81-106.
37 Cal. Mil. & Vet. Code § 972.
36
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 In Iowa, state statute authorizes the state to allocate $10,000 to each county office every year,
depending on availability of funds.38
 In Nebraska (a survey state), the state does not provide additional funds to county offices, but
instead mandates a minimum salary for county officers. Nebraska is the only known state to
establish minimum salary requirements.39
 In Nevada, counties are responsible for personnel costs, but the state pays a portion of the office
costs.40
 In Oregon, state agency funds are distributed to counties on the basis of the proportion of veterans
residing in each county.41
 In South Dakota, state subsidies are allocated as a ratio of $1.00 of state funds for every $4.00
provided by the county.42
 In Wisconsin, state grants are issued to counties for the improvement of services, based on the
population size of the county.43
Alternatively, states may seek to preserve local funding sources by establishing special commissions to
oversee veterans services. This enables local organizations a degree of administrative independence from
county and municipal governments. Ohio is perhaps the most prominent example of such a solution, but
Nebraska and Illinois have similar structures as well.
Given the minimal public reporting requirements for local entities, it is difficult to obtain a transparent view
of local spending on veterans services for states other than Ohio; however, PCG was able to conduct a
limited comparative analysis of local funding levels in other states in order to consider Ohio’s performance
among its peers. By selecting a small sample of demographically-similar counties from the states surveyed
in this report, PCG was able to determine that local funding levels in Ohio counties are extremely robust in
comparison to other states.44
PCG analyzed three different county demographic tiers: 1) urban counties with 60,000-90,000 veterans; 2)
suburban and regional center counties with 20,000-40,000 veterans; and 3) rural counties with fewer than
2,000 veterans. Demographically comparable counties were then chosen from survey states with county
veterans offices to determine whether funding levels for county offices are similar from state to state. For
example, PCG compared Pinellas County, FL (Tampa), Oakland County, MI (Detroit), and Shelby County,
TN (Memphis) against Ohio’s two largest urban tier counties, Cuyahoga (Cleveland) and Franklin
(Columbus) to determine relative funding available for veterans services in major urban centers. At the
other extreme, Ohio’s most rural counties, such as Vinton, Holmes, and Wyandot Counties, were compared
with similarly populated Appalachian and piedmont counties in North Carolina and Tennessee, as well as
small, agrarian in Nebraska and Arkansas. Across all tiers and in all instances, the funds available for county
veteran services were significantly higher for Ohio counties than their peer counties in other states. These
findings suggest the overall effectiveness of Ohio’s delivery model for securing the financial resources to
sustain the state’s set of benefits.

38

Iowa Code § 35A. 16.
R.R.S. Neb. § 23-1114.02.
40 Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 244.406 and § 417.090.
41 ORS § 406.454.
42 S.D. Codified Laws § 33A-1-31.
43 Wis. Stat. § 45.82.
44 Financial information for Ohio counties is derived from budgetary data submitted by ODVS. For non-Ohio counties, PCG
retrieved financial data from budgets and annual reports available on county websites.
39
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Independent veterans services commissions introduce new service coordination and oversight challenges,
as discussed at greater length in the following section. Nonetheless, this statutory solution appears to serve
as an effective solution for ensuring that counties are able to secure adequate funding to meet their
obligations and provide services to their veteran populations. The most salient challenges in Ohio’s
localized service delivery model are vast funding disparities from county to county, as well as the lack of
oversight of county officers. However, these challenges are not unique to the administrative structure of
Ohio’s CVSCs, but are in fact endemic to all county-based service delivery systems.45
Related Survey Findings

The section of the survey regarding funding of services investigated topics related to funds allocation
processes, budget appropriations for key services, and Veterans Trust Funds. The responses provide points
of contrast to Ohio’s county, and millage rate-based system of appropriations for veterans services.
 All respondents indicated that funding for the state veterans agency was determined by their
respective state legislatures (Question 26).
 Of the five states reached for follow-up clarifications, all indicated that that funding was determined
through an appropriation, not a preset formula:
 The state-centered administrations in Arizona, Kentucky, and Oklahoma indicated that the
state controlled funding at the local level as well
 All other states that responded indicated that county funding is determined through county
appropriations
 North Carolina’s response of “Other” revealed that the state supplements funding with
nominal revenue ($1,400) to each county with a VSO, with baseline appropriations for
veterans services determined by county budgets.
These responses are captured in Figure 11 below, color-coded in accordance with the administrative
structure types identified above and with federal revenue high performers emboldened and Ohiocomparable states italicized:
FIGURE 11

Local/County Funding Determination
County general revenue fund
Mainly state revenue source
N/A
Other

State
AR FL NE TX TN
OK
AZ, KY
NC

Administrative Structure Key
State-level service administration
Primarily State, some County
Other (answers revealed “Both”)
Primarily County, some State

Seven states responded to the question inquiring about state agency budgets for claims processing activities.
In all seven, claims processing was a part of the state agency budget, and often a substantial portion of the
total budget. Responses are summarized in Figure 12 on the following page in ascending order of dollars
spent, color-coded in accordance with the administrative structure breakdown above, with federal revenue
high performers emboldened and Ohio peer states italicized:

A 2008 legislative audit of Minnesota’s CVSO system found funding disparities and lack of oversight similar to the challenges
witnessed in Ohio. Although Minnesota, like Ohio, has established a dedicated funding source for its CVSOs, based on the county
millage rate, Minnesota’s county offices do not operate under an authority independent of the county commissions, as in the case
of Ohio.
45
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FIGURE 12

State

Claims Processing Budget

NE

$450,000 – 40%

TN

$1.6M – 26.2%

KY

$1.8M – 3.4%

AZ

$2.8M – 1.8%

NC

$4.5M (includes salaries, transportation, technology, and office equipment)
“More than half” (no dollar amounts provided for reference, FY 2012 budget for state agency was
$11.2M46)
$6.6M – 25% (includes some temporary positions to reduce claims backlog)

AR
TX

Respondents were also asked about the existence and usage of a Veterans Trust Fund in their state
(Questions 33-35). Six states responded yes: Arizona, Florida, Kentucky, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
and Texas (federal revenue high performers in bold, Ohio peer states italicized). Trust Funds are funded
through a wide variety of means, most common among them the sale of special veterans’ license plates and
voluntary contributions on state income tax returns. Only one state, Pennsylvania, uses state general revenue
for the Fund. Texas collects Fund revenue from the state lottery. The Trust Funds are not used for basic
field operations; they are applied to a wide array of veterans support services in line with each state’s own
priorities, as shown in Figure 13 below. This chart shows the count of respondent states that provide each
service.
FIGURE 13

Services Funded with Veterans Trust Funds
Military funeral honors
Need-based financial assistance
Education benefits
Home improvement loan
Mortgage home loan
Veterans nursing homes
Veterans housing programs
State veterans cemeteries
Grants to CVSOs
Grants to VSOs
0

1
2
Count of Respondents

3

Texas reported three funds in place, each serving specific purposes as follows:
 One is administered by the Veterans Land Board for loans to purchase land or homes or for home
repairs and improvement.
 The second, the Fund for Veterans' Assistance, awards reimbursement grants to eligible charitable
organizations, local government agencies, and VSOs that provide direct services.
 The third fund was just created by the legislature to provide funds to public institutions of higher
learning in the state, to cover the costs of certain veteran education benefits for dependents.
46

http://www.dfa.arkansas.gov/offices/budget/Documents/fy2012_funded_budget_schedule.pdf, accessed on July 5, 2013.
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Most state agencies that provided the amount and percentage of their
budgets dedicated to marketing and outreach (Questions 31 and 32)
revealed that many veterans agencies are compelled to find ways to perform
marketing, outreach and advocacy efforts on a minimal budget. Spending
Provide
more on outreach and marketing did not necessarily appear to correlate with federal revenue maximization
based on the survey results. Two federal revenue high performer states—North Carolina and Nebraska—
reported they had no specific budget for outreach and marketing. In North Carolina the funds for outreach
come from the transportation and office supply budget; in Nebraska, partner organizations conduct most
outreach, leaving the state agency with only transportation expenses. Kentucky’s annual spending on
outreach is $50,000. Including its new Veteran Entrepreneur Program, Texas spends by far the highest
percentage of its budget (3%) and total amount at $791,786 for FY 2014. More details pertaining to states’
engagement in marketing, outreach and advocacy activities are captured in the final section of this report.
Budget Pertaining to
Marketing & Outreach

c. Coordination of Services; Power of Attorney, Technology & Interagency Partnerships
In some respects, Ohio’s county-based system represents an extreme case of the
overall coordination challenges faced by localized delivery systems, especially
when it comes federal claims assistance and communication with USDVA. By
contrast, the real strength of state-based systems is their ability to organize and
concentrate veterans services resources to maximize the federal expenditures they receive. Indeed, seven
of the top ten state performers in per veteran compensation and pension expenditures operated state-based
systems.47 Because veterans services for the most part are already integrated in a state system, claims
assistance activities tend to be smoothly coordinated, with financial resources and communication networks
leveraged to draw down increased federal dollars. Additionally, in a state system there is a single entity to
facilitate interaction with Veterans Affairs Regional Offices (VAROs). Not only is the claims process more
likely to be standardized and more tightly regulated in a state system, but there are also feedback
mechanisms frequently in place for stronger oversight and quality control of claims submitted to the VA.
A state-level PoA office serves both as a valuable tool for reducing errors in claims submissions and as a
vital conduit for communicating outcomes back to the initial preparer of a claim, enabling and sustaining a
continuous learning process.
Power of
Attorney

Hybrid systems have frequently addressed the challenge of coordinating locally-delivered claims assistance
by developing state-level PoA offices capable of providing stronger administrative oversight of service
officers and quality assurance of filed claims. In more “interventionist” hybrid systems, the state assumes
more direct control over all levels of the claims process, not only maintaining a central claims office, but
also supplementing county office personnel with state service officers. However, many hybrid systems
impose a more clearly defined division of labor between state and local claims assistance resources. In these
latter models, county officers continue to be mainly responsible for original preparation and filing of claims,
with state service officers concentrated in a centralized PoA office to focus on downstream quality control
and claim appeals functions. Nebraska is a prime example of a high-performing hybrid system that
organizes its claims assistance efforts in this way.
Ohio is one of a handful of states that does not have a central PoA office. Although the state is accredited
with USDVA its absence of a state PoA office renders it wholly reliant on NSO accreditation for its service
officers. These factors generate considerable PoA challenges for service officers in the state. County service
officers depend on NSO staff to represent claims after initial filing, and in some instances, CVSO’s lack
the qualifications to access and follow these claims after handing them off to the next segment in the claim
development process. Without a state organizational structure to coordinate communication of claims status
47

Top performers with state systems include: Oklahoma, New Mexico, West Virginia, Maine, Alabama, South Carolina, and
Kentucky. The three states with county officers are: Arkansas, Nebraska, and Texas.
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and outcomes, then, there is no overall system for feedback. Unless veterans follow up with the service
officers who prepared their initial claims, CVSOs frequently never receive the rating decisions on submitted
claims. The information necessary to improve officer training and ensure timely corrections of claims is
rarely ever received by the counties. Moreover, the PoA system in many instances legally forbids USDVA
and NSO communication of claims status with the CVSO, since the structure places these claims preparers
“out of the loop” officially after initial filing. Nor does the organization exist at the state level to provide
transparent and uniform claims tracking, or to introduce additional technological and procedural
efficiencies into the claims preparation and reporting process.
In recent years, ODVS has installed its own liaison at the Cleveland VARO. The presence of a state liaison
has afforded the state a real operational voice in the VARO day-to-day claims processing, and has also
mitigated many of the most critical communication breakdowns plaguing Ohio’s claims process. Certainly,
the liaison has greatly improved the ability of Ohio’s CVSOs to communicate with the VA as well as the
NSO service officers representing Ohio’s claims at the VARO in Cleveland. However, in the absence of
true PoA authority, there is no mechanism in place to incorporate a quality control or quality assurance
review of initial claims filed. Without the capacity for claims tracking and systematic review of claim
content, it is difficult for ODVS to understand fully the training needs at the CVSO level and to establish
concrete processes to improve outcomes. Figure 14 to the right visually represents the breakdown in
communication among the VARO, NSO representatives and Ohio’s CVSOs.
FIGURE 14 and 15

By contrast, a state PoA office, similar to the claims
offices to be found among hybrid service delivery
systems, would contribute significantly to including
county offices within the circle of VA claims
communication, providing a real system for relaying
claims information and performance outcomes from
the VARO to the county offices as well as the state. In
this idealized system, depicted in Figure 15,
communication networks would align more closely to
the second visual representation to the previous page.
Claims assistance is not the only area of service
coordination in which Ohio’s delivery system appears
to be at a disadvantage relative to other models. As
stated previously, Ohio’s CVSC structure provides a
kind of administrative autonomy that allows the state
to prioritize veterans services in the midst of
competing organizational interests and resource
demands. However, the downside of this structural
independence is that county veterans’ services do not
appear always to be well-integrated into the wider
social safety net, nor are they necessarily aligned with
state efforts to synergize veterans services initiatives
with other state agencies through inter-agency
cooperation and agreements.
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Related Survey Findings

The third section of the survey addressed PoA services. PoA questions addressed how and where services
are administered, as well as the size of the caseloads experienced from state to state. As shown in Figure
16, eight of ten respondents, including all seven federal revenue high performers, offer state-based PoA
services (Question 36), as shown in the chart below. Of the two that do not (Question 37), Florida contracts
with NSOs rather than relying on volunteers (as Ohio does). It appears that state-level involvement with
the PoA claims and appeals process correlates with higher federal draw-downs.
FIGURE 16

# OF RESPONDENTS

Power of Attorney Services
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State PoA Office
Federal $ High Performers

No State PoA Office
Ohio-Comparables

Survey results did not indicate a clear
trend among federal revenue high
performers as to the physical location
from which PoA services are provided
(Question
38).
Some
have
representatives co-located at VAROs,
while others have multiple offices
throughout the state. Both North
Carolina and Texas reported that they
have PoA representatives both at the
VARO and throughout the state. Both
remarked
on
their
penetration
throughout the state as an advantage of
this PoA model.

 Except for Arkansas, respondents reported that they do not have a PoA representative onsite in
Washington, DC (Question 42).
 North Carolina indicated that they work with the American Legion PoA to escalate appeals to the
federal level.
 Kentucky mentioned that their PoA services extend to cases escalated to Washington, but that most
of the requirements for those cases can be handled remotely through written arguments; PoA
representatives are dispatched to the Local Travel Board Hearings or Local Video Hearings at the
VARO.
 Arizona remarked that not having representation in Washington, DC, was a disadvantage of their
model, suggesting that it could be a valuable offering but one that may be beyond the resources of
state agencies today.
All federal revenue high performers indicated that there is an accreditation requirement for their PoA offices
that is either regional, or state-specific (Question 39).
 Similar to Ohio, Florida relies on individual NSO accreditations for their contracted PoA
services.
 Oklahoma and Tennessee use individual NSO accreditations, but have state-specific
requirements in place as well.
 Nebraska also uses individual NSO and NACVSO accreditations.
Only a small number of respondents provided figures for the volume of appeals handled statewide annually
(Question 40), and the range is striking. Likewise, the reported average caseload per PoA staff member
also ranges widely (Question 41). Specific data is provided in Figure 17 on the following page, color-coded
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in accordance with the administrative structure breakdown above and with federal revenue high performers
emboldened, and Ohio peer states italicized:
FIGURE 17

State
AR
KY
OK
NC
NE
TX

Annual Statewide Appeals
2,000
100
500
300
800
13,000

Average Caseload
25
400
500
150
Not provided
Not provided

Administrative Structure Key
State-level service administration
Primarily State, some County
Other (answers revealed "Both")
Primarily County, some State

FIGURE 18

Veterans Services Technology Systems

# OF RESPONDENTS

All of the responding states in this area are
federal revenue high performers. The
diversity of systems in place suggests
there are many different approaches to
state-delivered PoA services that can
contribute to effective federal claiming.
All respondents with information about
the institutional history of their respective
PoA systems indicated that their PoA
service models had been in place for at
least ten years (Question 45). None had
any comment on the catalysts for recent
change in PoA structure (Question 46).
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Centralized Technology
System
Federal $ High Performers

Decentralized
Technology
Ohio-Comparables

In response to questions regarding the technology in use in their state
(Questions 19 and 24), seven out of ten respondents have a centralized
technology system in place, including all but one of the federal revenue
Provide
high performers, as shown in Figure 18.48 Three states have systems that record service encounters only,49
while four have systems that also track claims processing and interface with the Federal VA systems.50
VetraSpec and eVET Assist were the two systems most commonly employed. All but one state, including
all high performers, indicated that they have access to VA systems pertaining to claims processing.
Leveraging Technology

Reflection
A centralized system allows states to implement quality
control on work provided in local offices and provides a
smooth channel for a centralized review of claims. These
systems serve as a gateway toward paperless business
processes. The VA connection is critically important in
determining the value of such systems; Arkansas
indicated that they were not sure they would maintain
their VetraSpec system, as it does not interface with the
VA.

In follow-up conversation, states were asked
about the process of implementing centralized
systems. Nebraska and Tennessee described
similar processes, wherein the state agency led
the way with the procurement and paid for the
installation and implementation of the system.
Counties were then given the option of
subscribing, with responsibility for the
ongoing user fee. In both states, the majority of
counties subscribed.

48

Respondents with a centralized system are Arizona, Arkansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas.
Those states are Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.
50 Those states are Arizona, Kentucky, Nebraska, and Tennessee.
49
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States were asked about their relationships with veterans-related
organizations, including their state’s VARO, NSOs, and other partner
organizations (Questions 20-23). Only one respondent—North Carolina—
has a liaison co-located at the state’s VARO similar to ODVS’ liaison
model; however, all other states have a state PoA office co-located at the VARO. No evident relationship
existed between the types or quantity of partnerships in place and a respondent’s performance in federal
drawdown based on the survey results, and NSO activity in respondent states varied across responses. In
Ohio, NSOs are responsible for PoA services, administering other services to veterans and working directly
with the VARO to facilitate claims processing. Among the respondents, only Oklahoma and Nebraska
similarly sourced all three of these services to NSOs. Other states indicated that NSOs were responsible for
one or two of those services. Ohio has many partnerships in place, and Figure 19 shows the counts of
respondents’ formal relationships with those same types of organizations. Texas indicated that they also
have working relationships with other state agencies that offer services to veterans.
Interagency
Partnerships

FIGURE 19

# OF RESPONDENTS
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d. Marketing, Outreach & Advocacy
PCG’s comparative analysis of state marketing and outreach efforts revealed that
service delivery systems of all types continue to face obstacles communicating
their services specifically to younger generations of veterans. Adapting the
message to the changing social needs and communication channels of new veterans is an area of active
concern for all states, and state best practices and performance metrics continue to evolve. As one might
expect, Ohio’s challenges in this area appear to mirror its coordination challenges in other activities;
however, ODVS’ active awareness of this issue and early efforts to improve upon communication channels
and outreach initiatives are promising. Funding for marketing and outreach is more available for Ohio’s
county offices than for those of many other states, and Ohio’s localized service delivery ensures that there
are more “boots on the ground” for key outreach events than would be expected in a state-based system;
however, county initiatives are sometimes piecemeal in character, and are largely uninformed by definitive
performance metrics and measurement of outcomes.
Connecting with
Veterans

State-directed marketing and outreach activities confront their own challenges. While state systems offer a
greater potential for focused marketing campaigns and coordination of the agency’s outreach message, state
resources and personnel tend to be focused on core service functions, and are less adaptable to the grassroots
networking efforts which continue to be a staple of veterans outreach. In many states, state service staff—
many of whom work on an itinerant basis—are often stretched too thin to perform the kind of direct outreach
and event participation that one finds more frequently in county systems.
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Related Survey Findings

The fourth and final section of the survey addressed outreach and marketing efforts to connect veterans
with services. Ohio is active in various media channels, including newspaper, online, and TV
advertisements, as well as email and social media outreach; however, these efforts are not coordinated
throughout the state or targeted at specific veteran sectors despite the disparate needs within the greater
population. Questions in this section focused on gathering comparative information about media usage and
identifying promising practices that have found success on the ground in other states.
FIGURE 20

These responses show that
sheer quantity of outreach
tactics employed does not
correlate necessarily with
performance in federal
revenue
draw-down.
Insights about leveraging
media based on the survey
responses included:

Media Channels Employed

# OF RESPONDENTS

Methods
by
which
respondents conduct their
marketing, outreach and
advocacy activities vary.
Figure 20 identifies the
number of states that
employ various media
channels for marketing
purposes (Question 47).
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 Texas reported the most comprehensive strategy with outreach efforts in all six named categories.
 North Carolina and Nebraska both limit their advertising to online advertisements, which serves as
North Carolina’s only reported marketing channel, and Nebraska adds only social media outreach
to augment their online advertising.
 Kentucky was the only state to mark “Other” and reported their speaker’s bureau, special events,
and staff presentations to community groups as valuable tools; the value of the in-person connection
suggested by this list corresponds with the value ascribed to multiple points of access in respondent
states with extensive local operations.
Most respondents indicated that outreach and marketing efforts are performed by the state agency (Question
48):
 In Nebraska many marketing efforts are done in partnership with other stakeholders.
 Florida was the one respondent who reported that marketing initiatives are contracted, and their
experience presents an interesting model for potential emulation.
These two sets of responses combined suggest a valuable potential role for a state-level veterans agency in
planning a state-wide marketing strategy that considers the specific needs of different veterans subpopulations, coordinating those efforts to prevent redundancy, and providing leadership and connections
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for leveraging resources to maximize impact while minimizing costs. Nebraska and North Carolina’s
emphasis on technology-based media highlights the power of these new platforms, which provide a costeffective and direct means of outreach. At the same time, Kentucky’s emphasis on face-to-face outreach
serves as a reminder of the value of information delivered in person rather than through a screen.
Reflection
In a follow up conversation with Steve Murray, Communications Director, on June 25, 2013, Florida
revealed that as a result of the recent economic downturn, it became impossible for the state
communications office to provide more than the barest basic outreach services. In response, Florida issued
a competitive solicitation for a marketing package, including Facebook strengthening, website redesign,
rebranding, fresh mission and visioning statements, a new motto, the development of a free mobile app
for Apple and Android platforms, 30-second Public Service Announcements directed at specialty veteran
populations, and portable displays for events. Selected from a pool of eight bidders, the winner—a Floridabased company—has provided award-winning deliverables with a smaller budget than many other
respondents reported their state agencies spend on marketing and outreach. Streamlined internal
administration on the part of the state agency and an ongoing commitment on the part of the local vendor
to go above and beyond in support of Florida’s veterans have created a successful partnership.

Many respondents skipped the question pertaining to marketing outcomes tracking (Question 49), and
North Carolina indicated that they do not directly track performance in this area. A handful of states
provided a few related measures, displayed in Figure 21, with federal revenue high performers in
emboldened and Ohio peer states italicized:
FIGURE 21

Marketing Measures/Metrics Reported
Number of mobile app downloads
Number of visits to website and social media sites
Increased phone calls
Number of veterans and family members seeking assistance from the state agency
Turnout at events
Opening and click-through rates on electronic newsletter
Press release pick-ups by the media
Views and circulation for ads

State
FL
FL, TN, TX
FL
KY
TN
TX
TX
TX
TX

The final question of the survey asked states to list two recent initiatives that have helped to increase
connection to veterans. This question was intended to provide a space for respondents to highlight
promising developments in veterans outreach. Figure 22 on the following page summarizes the responses,
grouped by veterans services administrative structure and number of local offices, with federal revenue
high performers emboldened and Ohio peer states italicized:
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FIGURE 22

Administrative
Structure

State-level service
administration
0-25 local offices

Primarily State,
some County
51+ local offices

Other (answers
revealed "Both")
51+ local offices

Primarily County,
some State
51+ local offices

Promising Practices Reported
Facebook coordination activities with stakeholders (AZ)
Office of Employment and Training veterans initiative with representatives
throughout the state – one for general population and one for disabled veterans (KY)
Regional presence for easy access to support services (KY)
Women veterans meet and greet events (KY)
Email listserv (KY)
Website upgrade (KY)
Attending State Veterans Council meetings and providing a direct line of
communication for State Representatives (OK)
Pre-separation outreach at base (AR)
Representatives stationed in VA hospitals (AR)
Mobile app (FL)
Giveaway trinkets with website and phone contacts (FL)
QR code as part of permanent display (FL)
30-second PSA on TV special, facilitated by contractor (FL)
Placed PoA service officer in urban VA Medical Center (NC)
Utilize District Service Officer to assist state PoA at VARO (NC)
Rural veterans outreach (NE)
“Not One More Life” bumper stickers and radio ads (NE)
State Strike Force and Fully Developed Claims Teams to reduce the federal backlog of
claims for disability benefits (TX)
The transfer of administration for a key veteran education benefit to the state agency
and additional resources to support veterans using their education benefits (TX)
Launching social media sites (TN)
Newsletter and email blasts (TN)
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Appendix
a. Annotated Bibliography

Audits and Performance Reviews
1.

Arizona Office of the Auditor General. Sunset Review: Arizona Department of Veterans’ Services and Arizona
Veterans’ Service Advisory Commission. Report to the Arizona Legislature. Available at:
http://azmemory.azlibrary.gov/cdm/compoundobject/collection/statepubs/id/18493/rec/20. Accessed on May 12,
2013.
Given the comprehensive nature of the audit—mandated by the sunset provisions attached to the
statutes authorizing the state’s veteran agency—the report serves as a valuable resource for
understanding Arizona’s state system. Provides invaluable background knowledge for
understanding this survey state.

2.

Arizona Office of the Auditor General. Performance Audit: Arizona Department of Veterans Services. Report to
the Arizona Legislature. August 2001. Available at:
http://azmemory.azlibrary.gov/cdm/compoundobject/collection/statepubs/id/19099/rec/7. Accessed on May 12,
2013.
Due to the age of the report, the audit is most helpful in conjunction with more recent performance
reviews, allowing one to see the evolution of the state agency over the past decade.

3.

California State Auditor. California Department of Veteran Affairs: It Has Initiated Plans to Serve Veterans
Better and More Cost-Efficiently, but Further Improvements Are Needed. Report 2012-119. May 2013. Available
at: http://www.bsa.ca.gov/pdfs/reports/2012-119.pdf. Accessed on June 22, 2013,
Helpful for understanding the challenges faced by “Big Veteran States” in providing veterans
services, especially for states where services are delivered predominantly at the county level.

4.

Comptroller of the Treasury, Division of State Audit, State of Tennessee. Performance Audit: Department of
Veterans’ Affairs. October 2009. Available at: http://www.comptroller.tn.gov/repository/SA/pa09018.pdf.
Accessed on June 8, 2013.
Provides useful information about Tennessee’s hybrid delivery system and the different roles played
by the state and counties in veterans service provision.

5.

County Veterans Service Offices Working Group. “Report to the Legislature.” State of Minnesota. January 15,
2009. Available at: http://archive.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2009/mandated/090238.pdf. Accessed on June 3, 2013.
A report that serves as a response and rebuttal to the audit of Minnesota’s CVSOs below. Consisting
of a group of state legislators, state officials and county service officers, the working group was
convened after the auditor’s evaluation. This report reached an opposite conclusion: that there was
no need to transfer authority from counties to improve services and that the current systems works
“exceptionally well.”

6.

Office of the Legislative Auditor, State of Minnesota. Evaluation Report: County Veterans Service Offices.
January 2008. Available at: http://www.auditor.leg.state.mn.us/ped/pedrep/veterans.pdf. Accessed on June 4,
2013.
A report that attempts to address disparities in funding and quality of service in Minnesota counties
by calling for stronger administrative oversight of county service officers. Provides detailed
information about financing for county offices as well as major service gaps and limitations of
Minnesota’s CVSO system. The audit was very instructive for understanding similar issues faced
by Ohio’s county-based system.

7.

Oklahoma Office of the State Auditor and Inspector. Audit Report of the Department of Veterans Affairs For the
Period July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012. April 14, 2013. Available at:
http://www.sai.ok.gov/Search%20Reports/database/ODVAWebFinal.pdf. Accessed June 12, 2013.
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Offers a useful resource for understanding the internal dynamics and background structure of one
of the survey states in the present study.
8.

U.S. Government Accountability Office. Veterans’ Pension Benefits: Improvements Needed to Ensure Only
Qualified Veterans and Survivors Receive Benefits. GAO-12-540. May 15, 2012. Available at:
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-540. Accessed on May 23, 2013.
An audit of the pension claims process that examines abuses and oversights in the present system.

Research Studies
9.

Behney, Michael, et al. Examination of Rural County Veterans Affairs Offices. Center for Rural Pennsylvania.
July 2012. Available at: http://www.rural.palegislature.us/documents/reports/veterans_affairs_offices2012.pdf.
Accessed on April 26, 2013.
One of the most comprehensive, thorough studies of state and county-level veterans services
available. Given the demographic similarities between veteran populations in Ohio and
Pennsylvania, the report offered important insights on the special challenges faced by rural CVSOs
paralleling findings in Ohio. Also yielded important details about Pennsylvania’s programs and
organizational data, as well as rich county level funding data, and salary and experience information
about county officers in Pennsylvania.

10. Clark, Clayton A. State Demography and Veteran Disability. Unpublished Thesis, Harvard University. June 2004.
Available at: http://www.va.state.VT.US/Thesis.pdf. Accessed on June 17, 2013.
Investigates the extent to which states vary in percentage of veterans receiving disability or
compensation or pension benefits. Finds that states with low per capita incomes and low population
densities have a higher percentages of veterans receiving disability compensation or pension
benefits than high-income and high-density states. The study also finds that veterans in states with
a higher percentage of residents living in poverty or on public assistance are more likely to get
compensation and pension benefits.
11. Defense Solutions, LLC. A Comprehensive Study and Review of Veteran Services in Pennsylvania. Legislative
Budget and Finance Committee, Pennsylvania General Assembly. November 14, 2006. Available at:
http://lbfc.legis.state.pa.us/reports/2007/293.PDF. Accessed on May 2, 2013.
Produced in a climate of reform similar to Ohio’s veterans services environment prior to 2008, this
report for the legislature is a very good source of information about the PA system as well as
comparable states, including Ohio. The results of the study were contested, and there is additional
helpful information from state officials opposed to its recommendations about what counts as good
program outcomes. Analysis of state interaction with USDVA is particularly insightful, as well as
the paper’s summary of emerging best practices in state and county agency organization.
12. Greendlinger, R. and Spadoni, P. The Tool Kit for Effectively Engaging and Delivering Services to America’s
Veterans and their Families. National Center on Family Homelessness. Available at:
www.familyhomelessness.org/resources. Accessed on May 13, 2013.
A significant resource that rounds up innovative techniques for improving service delivery. A useful
summary of best practices for veteran outreach and customer service.
13. Hunter, David E., et al. Analysis of Differences in Disability Compensation in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Institute for Defense Analyses. IDA Paper P-4175, Vol. 1. December 2006. Available at:
http://www1.va.gov/VETDATA/docs/SurveysAndStudies/State_Variance_Study-Volumes_1_2.pdf. Accessed
on April 13, 2013.
The IDA report is a now classic study of regional disparities in disability compensation ratings and
awards from state to state. A massive piece of research that explains the many factors contributing
to the broad range of high and low levels of compensation from state to state. This report informs
most subsequent discussion of state performance in drawing down federal revenues through claims
assistance.
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14. Lehigh Valley Military Affairs Council. White Paper. April 25, 2011. Available at: http://lvmac.org/LVMAC%20White%20Paper%2025%20April%202011.pdf. Accessed on April 29, 2013.
A highly polemical policy paper that recommends sweeping changes in Pennsylvania’s service
delivery system. This report builds heavily on the 2006 legislative analysis conducted by Defense
Solutions, LLC. The value of the white paper consists mostly in its clear presentation of the stakes
involved for the different advocates and critics of Pennsylvania’s current veterans programs.
15. Shedd, Daniel T. “Overview of the Appeal Process for Veterans’ Claims.” Congressional Research Service. April
29, 2013. Available at: http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42609.pdf. Accessed on May 12, 2013.
A simple but informative presentation of the VA claims process, from initial filing to appeals,
including relevant organizations and terminology.
16. Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. County Veterans Service Officer
Compensation Study: A Study of Senate Bill 1336/House Bill 895. January 2012. Available at:
http://www.tn.gov/tacir/PDF_FILES/Other_Issues/CVSO_comp_study.pdf. Accessed on May 24, 2013.
The only major study of its kind, this report was commissioned by the State of Tennessee to
determine proper compensation levels for its county service officers. The study includes a
comparative component, with surveys of salary levels for other states, and a useful presentation of
state subsidies given to county offices in other state programs. An important resource for the present
study.
17. Texas Governor’s Committee on People with Disabilities. An Analysis of the Survey of Texas Veterans with
Disabilities. November 2010. Available at:
http://www.governor.state.tx.us/files/disabilities/TX_Disabled_Veterans_Survey_11-10.doc. Accessed on May
9, 2013.
Although useful as a resource for understanding issues faced by disabled veteran populations, this
report also provided a valuable reference on the history and organizational structure of Texas
veterans services.
18. Valey, Wayne A. “Insight into the United State Department of Veterans Affairs: Organizational Alignments,
Roles and Responsibilities.” Prepared for National Association of State Veterans Homes Administrators.
February 28, 2010. Available at: http://www.azdvs.gov/Departments/State%20Home/VAAffairOverview.pdf.
Accessed on June 18, 2013.
A surprisingly informative and comprehensive slide presentation of USDVA, filled with detailed
organizational information and diagrams of federal structure and processes.
19. Veterans Subgroup of the Mental Health Transformation Working Group. “Behavioral Health Services for
Returning Veterans and Their Families: Services, Gaps, and Recommendations.” Texas Department of State
Health Services. December 2008. Available at:
http://www.mhtransformation.org/documents/reports/MHTWorkgroupReport_ReturningVeterans010809.pdf.
Accessed on May 12, 2013.
Provides a comprehensive overview of veterans’ behavioral health needs and available resources to
serve returning veterans and their families.
20. Washington State Department of Veterans Affairs. “What does my home State have to offer me?” July 2011.
Available at: http://www.dva.wa.gov/PDF%20files/Benefits%20by%20State%20March%202009.pdf. Accessed
on May 3, 2013.
Compiles 2011 benefit information from all U.S. states and territories to create an easy-to-use
reference for the range of veterans benefits offered by each state. Although not fully up-to-date,
provides a very helpful resource for state-by-state benefit comparisons.
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21. Women Veterans Task Force, United States Department of Veterans Affairs. “Strategies for Serving Our Women
Veterans.”
2012
Report.
Available
at:
http://www.va.gov/opa/publications/draft_2012_womenveterans_strategicplan.pdf. Accessed on June 9, 2013.
Serves as a major reference for the needs and challenges of women veterans community. Also
provides an overview of resources available and proposals for improving services to meet the
changing and increasingly diverse needs of the veterans community.
22. Washington Department of Veterans Affairs. “A Report to the Washington State Legislature on Improving
Veterans’ Access to Services.” Available at:
http://www.dva.wa.gov/PDF%20files/5035%20Report%20to%20the%20Legislature.pdf. Accessed on May 10,
2013.
A compendium of innovative outreach initiatives developed by WDVA. An important resource for
identifying techniques for conducting outreach to new generations of returning veterans.
Agency Reports and Strategic Plans
23. Board of Veterans’ Appeals. Report of the Chairman: FY 2012. United States Department of Veterans Affairs.
2012. Available at: http://www.bva.va.gov/docs/Chairmans_Annual_Rpts/BVA2012AR.pdf. Accessed on April
25, 2013.
A significant repository for federal claims data and information about the claims process beyond the
regional level.
24. Colorado Board of Veterans Affairs. Strategic Plan: 2010-2014, Revised & Updated. 2010. Available at:
http://www.colorado.gov/cs/Satellite?blobcol=urldata&blobheadername1=ContentDisposition&blobheadername2=ContentType&blobheadervalue1=inline%3B+filename%3D%22Strategic+Plan+20102014.pdf%22&blobheadervalue2=application%2Fpdf&blobkey=id&blobtable=MungoBlobs&blobwhere=1251
833828599&ssbinary=true. Accessed on May 12, 2013.
In addition to providing information about Colorado’s current needs and initiatives, this strategic
plan also includes a study conducted by the state into comparative funding models and benefit
offerings in other states. Proved a key resource for orienting state comparisons in the present study.
25. Florida Department of Veterans Affairs. Annual Report: FY 2011-2012. November 30, 2012. Available at:
http://floridavets.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2012-Annual-Report.pdf. Accessed on June 12, 2013.
A useful resource for one of the study’s survey states. Particularly helpful for understanding
Florida’s unique trust fund structures and state agency funding model.
26. Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs. Annual Report: 1 July 2011 – 30 June 2012. KDVA, Office of the
Commissioner. September 3, 2012. Available at:
http://veterans.ky.gov/aboutus/Documents/FINAL%20Annual%20Report%202011-2012.pdf. Accessed on May
16, 2013.
Most recent annual report from KDVA that provides helpful organizational background information
for this survey state’s program. Since veterans services are entirely state-operated, the report
provides a useful overview of Kentucky’s state system as a whole. Also offers useful background
information about this survey state.
27. Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs. Trust Fund Annual Report: 1 July 2011 – 30 June 2012. KDVA,
Office of the Commissioner. September 1, 2012. Available at:
http://veterans.ky.gov/otherprograms/Documents/FINAL%20Trust%20Fund%20Annual%20Report%2020112012.pdf. Accessed on May 16, 2013.
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A detailed report on KDVA’s veterans trust fund, including revenues, expenditures and structure of
governance. Also provides a helpful description of Kentucky’s Homeless Veterans Transitional
Facility, which is partly funded by the trust.
28. Ohio Department of Veterans Services. Annual Report: Fiscal Year 2012. Available at:
http://dvs.ohio.gov/Portals/4/library/odvs/ODVS_AnnualReport-2012.pdf. Accessed on April 15, 2013.
Considering the many changes that have taken place within Ohio’s state agency in last five years,
ODVS’ annual reports provide a vital resource for learning about the state’s most recent initiatives
and policy changes. Also an excellent resource for understanding Ohio’s funding model at the state
level.
29. Ohio Department of Veterans Services. Benefits Resource Guide. 2012. Available at:
http://dvs.ohio.gov/Portals/4/library/odvs/benefits/BenefitsGuide-2012.pdf. Accessed on June 19, 2013.
An indispensable resource for gaining knowledge about Ohio’s extensive benefit set.
30. Tennessee Department of Veterans Affairs. Annual Report: Fiscal Year 2011-2012. 2012. Available at:
http://www.state.tn.us/veteran/AgendasReports/AnnualReport2011-2012.pdf. Accessed on May 21, 2013.
Most recent annual report from TDVA that provides helpful organizational background information
for this survey state’s program.
31. Virginia Department of Veterans Services. Commissioner’s Fiscal Year 2012 Annual Report to Governor Robert
McDonnell
and
the
Virginia
General
Assembly.
December
1,
2012.
Available
at:
http://www.dvs.virginia.gov/downloads/DVS%20Commissioner's%20FY12%20Annual%20Report%2012%20
12%2012.pdf. Accessed on June 2, 2013.
Detailed annual report that proves useful for understanding how different states organize and fund
their state agencies. Also provides a detailed view of key state benefits.
32. Washington State Department of Veterans Affairs. Strategic Plan 2010-2014. 2010. Available at:
http://www.dva.wa.gov/PDF%20files/Strategic%20Plan.pdf. Accessed on June 3, 2013.
Keeping with its reputation for innovation in veterans services, WDVA provides a detailed account
of its current and planned initiatives as well as a reasonably detailed portrait of the nuts and bolts of
its state system.
Congressional Hearings
33. Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, House of Representatives Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial
Affairs, 112th Congress, Second Session. “Breaking through the Backlog: Evaluating the Effectiveness of the New
State Strike Force Team.” U.S. Government Printing Office, September 21, 2012. Available at:
http://veterans.house.gov/hearing/breaking-through-the-backlog-evaluating-the-effectiveness-of-the-new-statestrike-force-team. Accessed on June 10, 2013.
Provides an in-depth examination of efforts led by the State of Texas to assist the VA in reducing
its backlog at the VA’s regional offices in Texas. Evaluates the effectiveness of the state’s “Strike
Force” in an effort to promote similar federal-state partnerships in other states.
34. Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, House of Representatives Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial
Affairs, 109th Congress, Second Session. “Oversight Hearing on the Role of National, State, and County Veterans
Service Officers in Claims Development.” U.S. Government Printing Office. July 19, 2006. Available at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-109hhrg29565/html/CHRG-109hhrg29565.htm. Accessed on April 29,
2013.
Addresses some of the major shortfalls in appropriate oversight of service officers within various
veterans agencies. Also discusses a number of CVSO abuses evidenced in the VA claims system.
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35. Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, United States Senate, 111th Congress, Second Session. “Field Hearing on
Veterans’ Access to Benefits and Services in Appalachia.” U.S. Government Printing Office. April 5, 2010.
Available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-111shrg65295/html/CHRG-111shrg65295.htm. Accessed
on April 24, 2013.
Provides a useful overview of the peculiar challenges facing Appalachian veterans, as well as the
strength of claims assistance services in Appalachian counties. Ohio’s experience is very prominent
in the hearing.
News Articles
36. Brunswick, Mark. “Benefits for Veterans are all over the map.” Minneapolis StarTribune. January 12, 2013.
News article that examines funding and benefit disparities among Minnesota county veterans offices. Also
provides a useful narrative for understanding the politics of veterans services in Minnesota, recounting the
state’s efforts to provide greater oversight of county offices and the response of the county offices.
37. McCall, Ken. “Ohio on verge of population loss.” Dayton Daily News. December 31, 2012. Available at:
http://www.daytondailynews.com/news/news/ohio-on-verge-of-population-loss/nThKK/. Accessed May 2,
2013.
Helpful overview of the demographic challenges facing Ohio, especially in relation to the present
state of Ohio’s economy and the employment situation faced by veterans within the state.
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b. County Veterans Services Offices (CVSO) Site Visit Questions
Figure 24 on the following three pages reflects the set of questions that were discussed with each of the six
CVSO site visits PCG conducted. Questions are categorized into one of four themes including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

General CVSO questions
CVSO leadership questions
CVSO office questions
State program evaluation

This matrix also reflects which sub-category each question corresponded to as follows:
-

Service delivery
CVSO structure
Funding
Power of Attorney (PoA)
State questions

The second matrix reflects condensed responses to correspond to each category of questions asked at each
CVSO site visit. The following CVSO staff listed in Figure 23 were interviewed during the site visits:
FIGURE 23

CVSO
Cuyahoga
Delaware
Franklin
Holmes
Pike
Ross

Name
Robert Schloendorn
Melinda Halliburton
Terry Walker
Laurene Rutkowski
Jennifer Mazzeo
Don DeShazo
Douglas Lay
John Warrix
Jason Brooks
Albert Hyland
Robert Stack
Richard Shanks

Public Consulting Group, Inc.

Position
Director
Service Office Manager
Social Worker/Case Management
Memorial & Burial Manager
Financial Assistance Manager
Director
Director
Assistant Director
Director
Director
Director
Assistant Director
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FIGURE 24
Question
Category

Service
Delivery

What are the major activities in which the CVSO is engaged?

General CVSO Questions

X

What are the top 5 reasons that clients contact the CVSO?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

How many veterans were served by the CVSO in the last fiscal year?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

X

How many claims were filed by the CVSO in the last fiscal year?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

X

How much money was recovered from claims filed by the CVSO in the last fiscal year?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

X

What methods do CVSOs use to contact and assist veterans? (In-person, Telephone, Email, Social
Media)

General CVSO Questions

X

Is there a wait time between an initial client request and a meeting with a service officer?

General CVSO Questions

X

General CVSO Questions

X

General CVSO Questions

X

Question

In what types of outreach activities does the CVSO participate? (Public outreach clinics or
meetings, Public presentations, Home visits, Nursing home visits, Funeral home visits, Literature
available in public venues, Placing benefit information in newspapers, radio, or television, Direct
mailings, Email newsletters, Website presence, Engagement in social media, Other)
What other organizations does the CVSO collaborate with in assisting veterans? (County human
services offices, Mental health treatment programs, Criminal justice agencies, Court system(s),
Long term care facilities, Drug treatment programs, Hospice, VA Medical Center, United Way,
Other human service)
What mechanisms are available for the CVSO to coordinate with state and federal offices as well as
national service organizations or other service-related organizations?

CVSO
Structure

PoA

State
Question
X

X

General CVSO Questions

X

How does the CVSO measure its effectiveness?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

To what extent does the CVSO measure veterans' satisfaction with the quality and timeliness of
the services it provides?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

What types of benefit claims does the CVSO file most frequently?

General CVSO Questions

X

How have state training and certification programs assisted CVSO service provision?

General CVSO Questions

X

What was the CVSO budget during the last fiscal year, including personnel costs, capital costs,
operational costs and other expenses?

General CVSO Questions

What sort of financial support is available from the state or private sector to assist the CVSO in
performing its duties?

General CVSO Questions

Is the CVSO adequately funded and overseen?

General CVSO Questions

Would you change anything about the service delivery model and county/state infrastructure or
responsibilities?

General CVSO Questions
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Funding

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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From your perspective, are existing county services adequately meeting the needs of veterans and
their families?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

How do services vary from CVSO to CVSO?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

How do CVSOs differ from one another in terms of funding and staffing levels?

General CVSO Questions

X

To what extent do service officers have fewer or greater responsibilities from county to county?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

To what extent do counties differ in the percentage of veterans receiving benefits and the average
amount received? What factors might account for these differences?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

Where are the veterans’ offices located in county government, and how are the offices supervised?

General CVSO Questions

X

X

What are the major challenges faced by CVSOs in serving veterans? (Inability to track claims for
clients, Lack of access to regional claims processing data, Lack of staff, Lack of proper statutory
authority, Lack of funds, Lack of local support, Lack of state support, Other)

General CVSO Questions

X

X

X

Is the CVSO Director full-time or part-time?

CVSO Leadership

X

X

X

What are the responsibilities of the CVSO Director?

CVSO Leadership

X

Does the CVSO Director perform multiple county functions, including activities outside veterans’
affairs? If so, what percentage of the Director’s time is spent on veterans’ affairs?

CVSO Leadership

X

How long does the average CVSO Director serve in this post?

CVSO Leadership

X

What are the minimum standards required for the position of a CVSO Director? Is accreditation a
requirement for directors? What accreditations are recognized?

CVSO Leadership

X

Is available training and support for CVSO Directors felt to be adequate for fulfilling their duties?

CVSO Leadership

X

What are the responsibilities of the CVSCs?

CVSO Leadership

X

X

What is the demographic profile of a CVSC?

CVSO Leadership

X

X

How long does the average CVSC serve?

CVSO Leadership

X

Are there CVSC positions filled by veterans outside of the five congressionally chartered NSOs? If
so, how are those veteran affiliations qualified?

CVSO Leadership

X

Are service officers employed as full-time or part-time employees?

CVSO Officers

X

X

On average, how many hours per week does a service officer work?

CVSO Officers

X

X

Does the county government provide service officers with office space?

CVSO Officers

X

X
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X
X
X

X
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X

X

X

X

X
X
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What is the average caseload of for a service officer?

CVSO Officers

Do service officers receive administrative support such as office clerical or IT staff?

CVSO Officers

X

X

If service officers do not have administrative support, is there a need felt for this support?

CVSO Officers

X

X

Do service officers’ work outside the office assisting veterans, such as making house calls to
homebound or hospitalized veterans?

CVSO Officers

X

If service officers work outside the office, how many hours per week on average are spent outside
the office assisting veterans?

CVSO Officers

X

CVSO Officers

X

CVSO Officers

X

What tools do service officers use to inform veterans about available benefits?

CVSO Officers

X

How many hours per week on average do service officers engage in outreach activities?

CVSO Officers

Are service officers financially reimbursed by state or county governments for travel expenses
incurred when working outside the office?

CVSO Officers

If service officers work outside the office, how many miles per week on average do they drive
assisting veterans?
Do service officers engage in community outreach activities such as attending meetings of
veterans’ organizations and other community groups, or networking with other human service
providers in the community?

X

X

X

X

X

X

Overall, is the State meeting the needs of its veterans and their families?

State Program Evaluation

X

X

X

X

Is the State agency network and structure effective in making a difference in the lives of the state’s
veteran population?

State Program Evaluation

X

X

X

X

Is the current operational and logistical structure of the State agency sufficient for meeting its
obligations to the state’s veterans and their families?

State Program Evaluation

Are the major concerns of the county office being addressed by the State?

State Program Evaluation

Are there better ways to organize, manage, fund, and staff veterans’ programs at the state and
local levels to provide the best services in the most efficient manner?

State Program Evaluation
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c. Veterans Affairs Regional Office (VARO) Questions
Figure 25 reflects the set of questions that were discussed with ODVS’ Cleveland VARO staff:
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

FIGURE 25
QUESTION
What geographical areas fall under the jurisdiction of this regional office? Do you serve the whole state, multiple states, or a
particular region of the state?
How many different types of organizations file claims with your office? CVSOs? State VSOs? National service organizations?
What is the relative proportion coming from each type?
What are your points of contact with county veteran service offices in your region?
What are your points of contact with state veterans offices in your region?
What is your level of involvement with state- or county-level training for veteran service officers?
What sorts of outreach activities or other support do you provide to state and county offices in your region?
To what extent does the practice of claims brokering adversely affect the ability of veteran service officers to represent their
veterans’ claims?
How would you describe state or county efforts to review claims before they are submitted to the regional office? Do you
believe that a sufficient quality assurance process is in place for the organizations responsible for initial filing of claims?
Do you believe that there is an adequate communication network in place to offer effective feedback to organizations filing
claims to ensure their accuracy and completeness?
Where are the points in the claims and appeals process that are most likely to suffer a breakdown of communication among
claimants, their POAs, the VA, NSOs, state and/or county agencies, or any other organization involved in the process?
Do you notice any regional disparities in the quality of claims submitted to you? Do some sections of your service area perform
more strongly than others? If so, why?
Do you notice any significant disparities in the quality of claims among the different organizations filing claims at the regional
office?
Do you believe that the states in your service area are doing a sufficient job advocating for their veteran populations? Why or
why not?
Once a claim is deemed “ready for review,” what is the average time it takes for the claim to move through the approval or
denial process?
If you could make any changes to the claims submission and approval process—internally or externally—what would you
change?
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d. State Comparability & Federal Revenue Performance Ranking Matrix
Figure 26 reflects key category comparability and federal revenue performance rankings used to identify
16 states for participation in the survey. States are broken out into comparable to Ohio and Federal Revenue
High Performance States.
FIGURE 26

Stat
e
OH
IN
PA
MI
WI
FL
NY
IA
TN

GDX Performance
Ranking
45th in C&P, 41st
Overall
46th in C&P, 47th
Overall
48th in C&P, 45th
Overall
39th in C&P, 50th
Overall
30th in C&P, 29th
Overall
23rd in C&P, 20th
Overall
42nd in C&P, 23rd
Overall
41st in C&P, 40th
Overall
16th in C&P, 17th
Overall

WV

3rd in C&P, 1st Overall

OK

1st in C&P, 3rd Overall
2nd in C&P, 5th
Overall
10th in C&P, 14th
Overall
9th in C&P, 10th
Overall
12th in C&P, 18th
Overall

NE
TX
KY
NC

Comparability of Potential Survey States
Demographic
Performance
Comparability
Comparability
Comparable States
-

-

1st

6th

3rd

1st

2nd

5th

7th

11th

4th

25th

11th

7th

18th

3rd

6th

27th

Federal Revenue High Performance States
23rd
49th
29th

44th

32nd

42nd

33rd

32nd

22nd

41st

21st

45th

AR

4th in C&P, 4th Overall

41st

47th

AZ

32nd in C&P, 34th
Overall

22nd

41st

Organizational
Comparability
County-based, no State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
State-based
State-based
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
State-based
County-based with State
Coordination
County-based with State
Coordination
State-based

Baseline State
Recommended Comparison States
Alternative Comparison States
Recommended High Performer States
Alternative High Performer States

The first column in Figure 26 highlights state performance, as reflected in the ability to draw down federal
expenditures. The three categories summarize state program characteristics into three broad analytical
categories: 1) Demographic Comparability, 2) Performance Comparability, and 3) Organizational
Comparability.
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The individual factors analyzed for each of these categories are presented in Figure 27 below. The two
columns on the left indicate the relative significance of each factor in calculating the comparability scores
for each of the three analytical categories.
FIGURE 27

Factors and Weighting Procedures for State Survey Participation Identification Analysis
CATEGORY: Demographic Comparability Factors
Overall
Weight
2.50%
5.00%
2.50%
5.00%
5.00%
2.50%
5.00%
5.00%
5.00%
2.50%
5.00%

Factor

Source

General Population Size
Veteran Population
Veterans as Percentage of General Population
Veteran Population Trend
Population Trend of Veterans 17-44
Percentage of Rural Veterans
Percentage of State Veteran Population over 65
Percentage of State Veteran Population Serving post 9/11
Annual Income
General Veteran Unemployment Rate
Post-9/11 Unemployment Rate

5.00%

Health Outcome Score

2011 Census Data
USDVA VetPop2011
Derived from Census, VetPop
USDVA VetPop2011
USDVA VetPop2011
Derived from Census, VetPop
USDVA VetPop2011
USDVA VetPop2011
U.S. Dept. of Commerce 2011
Bureau Labor Statistics 2011
Bureau Labor Statistics 2011
America’s Health Rankings –
UnitedHealth Foundation 2011

CATEGORY Performance Comparability Factors
Overall
Weight
3.50%
8.75%
1.75%
1.75%
3.50%
3.50%
3.50%
3.50%
1.75%
3.50%
Overall
Weight
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%

Factor

Source

Overall per Capita Federal Expenditures on Veteran Benefits
USDVA GDX FY11
Per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Pension and Disability
USDVA GDX FY11
Compensation
Per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Education and Vocational
USDVA GDX FY11
Rehabilitation
Per Veteran Federal Expenditures on Vet Medical Services
USDVA GDX FY11
Percentage of State Vet Population Receiving Compensation
USDVA C&P by County FY11
Percentage of State Vet Population Receiving Pension
USDVA C&P by County FY11
Average Veterans Disability Rating
USDVA C&P by County FY11
Percentage of Veterans Receiving 100% Disability Awards
USDVA C&P by County FY11
Veteran Unemployment (General) Compared to Overall State
Bureau Labor Statistics 2011
Unemployment Rate
Veteran Unemployment (Post 9/11) Compared to Overall State
Bureau Labor Statistics 2011
Unemployment Rate
CATEGORY: Organizational Comparability Factors
Factor

Source

Presence of County Service Officer Organization
State Officers Used to File Claims
Availability of State Funding for County Service Officers
Statutory Requirement for County Service Offices
Property Tax Funding Mechanism for CVSOs

*
*
*
*
*

* Based on information found Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. County Veterans Service
Officer Compensation Study: A Study of Senate Bill 1336/House Bill 895. January 2012, confirmed by search of agency websites
and statutes.
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e. State Summary of State Veterans Benefits
Figure 28 below provides a summary of the number of sets of benefits offered by each state for each of the
10 major types of benefits.
FIGURE 28
States

Housing

Tax

Financial

Employment

Education

Burial

Fee
Waivers

Health

Recognition

Misc

Total
Set of
Benefits

Alabama

1

2

2

5

1

--

3

--

--

3

17

Alaska

2

1

1

3

2

--

3

--

2

1

15

Arizona

1

2

--

2

1

2

6

--

1

1

16

Arkansas

1

3

--

--

1

1

2

--

1

--

9

California

3

1

--

4

1

1

4

--

2

1

17

Colorado

1

1

--

2

2

1

1

1

1

--

10

Connecticut

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

--

--

11

Delaware

1

1

1

2

2

2

4

--

1

--

14

Florida

2

1

--

3

2

--

4

1

3

--

16

Georgia

2

1

--

2

1

1

2

--

3

1

13

Hawaii

1

1

--

3

--

1

2

--

1

--

9

Idaho

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

--

1

--

10

Illinois

1

1

2

3

1

3

2

2

--

--

15

Indiana

1

1

1

1

2

1

4

--

1

--

12

Iowa

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

14

Kansas

1

1

--

2

2

2

3

1

2

--

14

Kentucky

2

--

2

1

1

2

--

--

1

1

10

Louisiana

1

1

1

3

1

--

4

--

1

--

12

Maine

1

1

1

--

1

1

2

--

2

1

10

Maryland

1

3

2

3

1

2

3

2

2

--

19

Massachusetts

1

2

3

2

2

--

1

1

--

1

13

Michigan

1

1

1

--

1

--

--

--

1

--

5

Minnesota

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

--

--

1

11

Mississippi

2

1

--

5

--

--

2

--

1

--

11

Missouri

1

2

--

1

1

1

2

--

--

1

9

Montana

1

1

--

1

1

3

2

--

--

--

9

Nebraska

1

1

1

--

1

2

3

--

--

--

9

Nevada

1

1

--

1

--

1

3

--

2

1

10

New
Hampshire

1

1

1

2

1

2

4

--

1

1

14

New Jersey

3

1

1

4

2

2

3

2

--

2

20

New Mexico

1

1

--

1

2

--

2

1

1

3

13

New York

1

1

1

4

1

2

2

--

--

1

13

North
Carolina

1

2

--

2

1

--

2

--

3

2

13

North Dakota

1

1

3

--

1

--

1

1

1

--

9

Ohio

2

2

2

3

2

3

4

2

2

2

20
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Oklahoma

1

2

1

1

1

--

2

--

--

--

8

Oregon

2

1

2

2

2

--

3

--

1

--

13

Pennsylvania

1

2

2

3

1

2

3

--

2

--

16

Rhode Island

1

--

--

2

1

1

--

--

--

--

5

South
Carolina

1

3

--

3

1

--

3

--

2

1

14

South Dakota

1

2

2

3

2

2

3

--

1

--

16

Tennessee

1

1

--

3

--

1

3

--

1

--

10

Texas

3

1

--

1

1

1

2

--

2

--

11

Utah

2

1

--

2

2

1

5

--

1

1

15

Vermont

2

--

2

1

--

1

2

--

1

--

9

Virginia

1

--

--

1

2

1

1

1

1

--

8

Washington

2

1

2

4

1

--

3

2

1

--

16

West Virginia

1

1

1

1

1

--

2

--

--

--

7

Wisconsin

2

1

2

3

1

2

2

1

1

--

15

Wyoming

1

1

1

3

2

3

3

--

1

1

16
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f.

Survey Results – Raw Data

Figure 29 captures a snapshot of the question-by-question response rate across all respondents. This table
includes indicators for questions addressed in the original online survey (“x”) and also those addressed in
follow-up discussion by phone (“f”). Please note that some states skipped questions where a previous
answer indicated that their response would have been “N/A” if they had answered.
FIGURE 29

Q#

AR

AZ

1
2
3

x
x
x

x
x
x

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

x, f
x
x
x, f
x, f
x, f
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

x, f
x
x, f

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

x, f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x, f
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Survey Completion Status by State by Question Type
FL
KY
NC
NE
OK
Basic Respondent Information Questions
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Administrative Structure Questions
x
x, f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
f
x
x, f
x
x
f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Veterans Services Funding Questions
x, f
x, f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
PoA Services Questions
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

PA

TN

TX

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x, f
x
x
x, f
x
x, f
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x, f
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x, f
x
x, f
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x, f
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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45
46

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
Marketing and Outreach Questions

47
48
49
50

x

x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x, f
x
x
x
x
x
x
f
x
x
x
x
f
x, f
x
x
x
49
41
43
44
49
40
39
34
98%
82%
86%
88%
98%
80%
78%
68%
Please note that some states skipped questions where their answer would have been N/A.
x = question answered in survey response
f = question addressed during follow-up conversation

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
48
96%

x
x
x
x
45
90%

This section includes the master compilation of raw data results from the survey respondents in Figures 3033 on the following pages. The raw data has been has been divided into four distinct tables representing
each of the core program components (1) Structure and function of veterans service offices at the state and
local levels, including the process of appointing officials; (2) Funding for both state and local/county
veterans’ services; (3) The function and capabilities of power of attorney services for veterans’ claims; (4)
Marketing, outreach, and advocacy efforts to connect with veterans in your home state.
Endnotes have been used throughout each table to allow for increased legibility and side-by-side
comparisons. These endnotes include response details, notes provided by respondents in the survey, and
comments made during survey follow-up conversations. The follow-up conversations that took place were
as follows:






Arkansas: Leon Wilford, Chief of Field Services; June 18, 2013
Florida: Steve Murray, Communications Director; June 19, 2013
Kentucky:, Lisa Aug, Public Information Officer; June 25, 2013
Nebraska: Gary Maixner, Business Manager; June 18, 2013
Tennessee: Don Smith, Assistant Commissioner; June 18, 2013

Many survey questions were either open-ended or participants were able to choose multiple responses.
These questions have been coded for the purpose of condensing survey tables and making it easier to
compare states to one another. When applicable, open-ended questions have been coded and further
discussed in endnotes. Each response within a multiple response question has been given a unique code.
Codes for open-ended and multiple response questions can be found below each survey table.
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Category/Question
AR
Structure and Function of Services
Primarily
1. Structure of
state level,
administering veteran
some
services
county/cityi
2. # of local offices
51-75

AZ

State level
1-25

FL
Primarily
state level,
some
county/city
51-75

KY

FIGURE 30
NC

NE

State level

State &
county/city
levelii

Otheriii

0

75

75

OH
Primarily
county/city
level, some
state
75
Select veterans
services
commission or
committee

OK

PA

TN

TX

State level

State level

1-25

51-75

Primarily
county/city
level, some
stateiv
75

State
veterans
agency

County/city
executive

County/city
executive

County/city
executive

State &
county/city
levelv
75

3. If local offices, who
appoints local
directors?

Othervi

N/A

County/city
executive

Othervii

Left Blank

Otherviii

4. Services responsible by
State agency

OMA, TI,
CA/POA,
NHA, VBS,
CP

OMA, TI,
CA/POA, AFA,
NHA, VBS, CP

OMA, TI,
CA/POA,
NHA, VBS,
CP

OMA, TI,
CA/POA,
AFA, NHA,
VBS, CP,
Otherix

OMA, TI,
CA/POA,
AFA, NHA,
VBS, CP

OMA, TI,
CA/POA,
AFA, NHA,
VBS, CP

OMA, TI,
CA/POA, VBS,
CPxiii

OMA, TI,
CA/POA, NHA,
VBS, CP,
Otherxiv

None of the
above

OMA, AFA,
CP

N/A

OMA,
CA/POA,
AFA, NHA,
VBS, CP,
Otherxi
OMA, AFA,
PVT, CP

OMA, TI, NHA,
Otherxii

CP

OMA, TI,
CA/POA,
AFA, NHA,
VBS, CP,
Otherx
OMA, CP,
Otherxv

OMA, AFA, PVT,
CP, Otherxvi

OMA, CP

OMA, AFA,
PVT, CP

CP

OMA, PVT, CP

>2%

<0.5%

>2%

0

0.5-1%

>2%

1.5-2%

>2%

1.5-2%

1.5-2%

>2%

>20%

>20%

>20%

0

>20%

>20%

10-15%

>20%

15-20%

15-20%

>20%

N/A

>20%

5-10%

0

<5%

<5%

<5%

15-20%

10-15%

<5%

>20%

N/A

<5%

10-15%

0

<5%

N/A

5-10%

N/A

5-10%

<5%

>20%

N/A

<5%

<5%

0

N/A

5-10%

5-10%

10-15%

Left Blank

N/A

N/A

Yesxvii

Yesxviii

Yesxix

Yesxx

Yesxxi

Yesxxii

Yesxxiii

Yesxxiv

Yesxxv

Yesxxvi

Yesxxvii

5. Services responsible by
local agency
6. % on pension
assistance
7. % on compensation
claims assistance
8. % on education
benefits access
assistance
9. % on employment
services
10. % on financial
assistance
11. Accreditation
requirements for
state/county veterans
service officers?

12. Performance measures
for compensation
claims?

13. Performance measures
for pension claims?
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N/A

N/A

Increase
awards,
customer
satisfactionxxviii

See notexxxiii

Left Blank

1-on-1
assistance
through
final
appealxxix

Left Blank

1-on-1
assistance
through
final
appeal

Grant >45%
of claimsxxx

See notexxxiv

Left Bank

Left Bank

Volume of
claims, dollars
received, %
connected by
disability level

Volume of
claims, dollars
received

Academic

Academic

None

None

Performance
evaluations,
quarterly &
annually
training, skill
testing,
response times,
QAxxxi
Performance
evaluations,
quarterly &
annually
training, skill
testing,
response times,
QAxxxv

See Notexxxii

Average
number of
participants in
vet education
and training
programs
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14. Performance measures
for education benefits
access?

N/A

15. Performance measures
for employment
services?

N/A

16. Performance measures
for financial
assistance?

N/A

17. What level(s) are
performance measures
used to guide service
delivery?
18. If performance
measures used, how
often are metrics
assessed?

19. List quarterly
assessments

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

1-on-1
assistance
through
final
appeal
1-on-1
assistance
through
final
appeal
1-on-1
assistance
through
final
appeal

None

N/Axxxvii

None

Left Blank

See notexxxvi

N/A

None

Left Blank

See notexxxviii

None

Left Blank

Veterans,
dependents,
and survivors
served by
Veterans’
Assistance
Fund Grants

None

State, County

State

N/A

Some
quarterly, some
annually

Quarterly

None

None

State,
County

State

State

None

None

N/A

N/A

Quarterly

N/A

Quarterly

N/A

N/A

Left Blank

Grants,
scholarships,
training,
surveys,
burials,
veteran
homesxl

Left Blank

Collect data, not
tied to
metricsxlv

Left Blank

Left Blank

Attendance,
examination,
evaluationsxlvi

Claims, VA
decisions &
payments,
training,
education,
grants, public
informationxlvii

Left Blank

Collect data, not
tied to
metricsxlviii

Left Blank

Left Blank

QA, monitor
response
timexlix

Left Blank

DTS, NCTlv

STS-SE

NCT

STS-SE/CP/IVlvi

STS-SE

Liaison colocated at VARO

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

Left Blank

Left Blank

20. List annually
assessments

N/A

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

21. Additional metrics?

N/A

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

N/A

22. Technology’s role in
service delivery

STS-SEl

STS-SE/CP/IVli

DTS

23. Agency interaction w/
VA Regional Office
(VARO)

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

State POA
office colocated at
VARO

STSSE/CP/IVlii
State POA
office colocated at
VARO

NCTliii
Liaison colocated at
VARO

Left Bank

Attendance at
employment
fairs, veterans
unemployment
statistics
# of
applications,
approvals and
denials,
financial
assistance of
amount
rendered

Academic,
VA
training

Left Blank

Grants,
scholarships,
training,
surveys,
burials,
veteran
homes xliv
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Left Bank

Volume of
users, dollars
received

Left Blank

N/A

N/Axxxix

Left Bank

Left Blank

Collect data, not
tied to metricsxli

Academic

State,
County,
State &
Local
Some
quarterly,
some
annually

Left Blank

Left Blank

Attendance,
evaluationsxlii

Claims,
represented
by TVC,
appeals,
employment,
retention &
disabled rates
xliii

STSSE/CP/IVliv
State POA
office colocated at
VARO
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24. Types of organizations
w/ formal
relationships to help
connect veterans to
services
25. Engagement of
National Service
Organizations (NSOs)
26. Do NSOs file
pension/compensation
claims?
27. Access to VA
systems/databases
pertaining to claims
processing?
28. Claims process
working effectively?

N/A

NSO, CBO,
CSO-EW

NSO, NC,
CBO, CSOEW, CSOPA,
Otherlviii

NSO, CSO-EW

NSO

NSO, NC, CBO,
CSO-EW, CS0PA

NSO, CSOEW

NSO, CBO,
CSO-EW

NSO, CBO, CSOEW, CSO-PA,
Otherlix

NSO, NC, CBO,
CSO-EW,
Otherlx

POA

POA, DVACP

POA

Left Blank

DVACP

POA,
ASPOA,
DVACPlxi

POA, ASPOA,
DVDCP

POA,
ASPOA,
DVACP

POA,
DVACP

POA, Otherlxii

ASPOA, DVACP

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yeslxiii

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yeslxiv

Yes

Yeslxv

Left Blank

Yes

Yeslxvi

Otherlxvii

Yeslxviii

Left Blank

Yeslxix

Left Blank

Yeslxx

Nolxxi

NSO, CBO,
CSO-EW,
CSO-PAlvii

Structure Coding
Questions 4 and 5:
OMA: Outreach, marketing and advocacy efforts to connect veterans living in the state to services and benefits
TI: Training initiatives for state and local veterans service officers
CA/POA: Claim assistance and/or power of attorney services
AFA: Administering financial assistance to veterans
NHA: Nursing home administration
VBS: Veterans burial services
PVT: Providing veterans with transportation to receive services
CP: Claims preparation
Question 22:
STS-SE: Our state has a single technology system in place that records service encounters only
STS-SE/SP/IV: Our state has a single technology system in place that records service encounters, tracks claims processing, and interfaces with the VA systems
DTS: Difference regions or counties within our state use difference technology systems to conduct business
NCT: We have no centralized technology system in place
Question 24:
NSO: National Service Officers
NC: National charities
CBO: Community-based organizations
CSO-EW: County/state-operated employment or workforce services
CSO-PA: County/state-operated public assistance (TANF/SNAP) offices
Question 25:
POA: NSOs provide Power of Attorney (POA) services for claims submitted by state or county service officers
ASPOA: NSOs involved in administering services other than POA service to veterans throughout the state
DVACP: NSOs work directly with the VA regional offices to facilitate claims processing
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Category/Question
Funding of Services
1. Budget
allocation model
2. Budget for
services at
county
3. How is
local/county
funding
determined?
4. If funded by
millage, how is
rate determined?
5. Is all local office
funding used?
6. Amount spent on
outreach &
marketing (% of
budget)?
7. Amount spent on
claims
processing (% of
budget)?
8. Have a Veteran’s
Trust Fund
(VTF)?
9. How is VTF
funded?
10. What are VTF
funds used to
support?

AR

AZ

FL

KY

NC

State
legislature

State
legislature

State
legislature

State
legislature

State
legislature

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left
Blanklxxiii

N/A

County’s
general
revenue
fund

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

FIGURE 31
NE

OH

OK

PA

TN

TX

State
legislature

Otherlxxii

State
legislature

State
legislature

State legislature

State
legislature

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

N/A

Otherlxxiv

County’s
general
revenue
fundlxxv

State
revenue
sources

Left Blank

County’s general
revenue fund

County’s
general
revenue fund

County by
county

N/A

N/A

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

N/A

Left Blank

N/A

Some do,
some don’t

N/A

Yes

Some do,
some don’t

Special county
revenue fund
(millage rates from
property taxes)
Status sets millage
at 0.5 mil of county
property tax
Some do, some
don’t

Yes

Left Blank

Yes

Yes

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

$50,000
(0.1%)

Not
allocatedlxxvi

Not
allocatedlxxvii

$100,000 (<1%)

Left Blank

Left Blank

$81,560 (1.4%)

$791,786
(about
3%)lxxviii

Left Blank

$2.8
million
(8%)

Left Blank

$1.8 million
(3.4%)

About $4.5
millionlxxix

$450,000
(40%)lxxx

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

$1,558,822
(26.2%)

$6,642,312
(25%)lxxxi

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yeslxxxii

No

No

Not sure

Yes

No

Yes

Left Blank

SVLP, VC

SVLP

SVLP, VC

Left blank

Left Blank

Left blank

Left blank

SGR, SVLP,
VC

Left blank

RSL

Left Blank

GVSOrg,
Otherlxxxiii

Otherlxxxiv

SVC, VHP,
MFH,
Otherlxxxv

SVC,
Otherlxxxvi

Left blank

N/A

Left blank

GVSOff,
GVSOrg

N/A

GVSOrg,
GVSOff,
VHPlxxxvii

Funding Coding
Question 9:
SGR: State general revenue
SVLP: Sales of special veterans’ license plates
VC: voluntary contributions on state income tax returns
RSL: Revenue from state lottery
Question 10:
GVSOff: Grants to county veteran service offices
GVSOrg: Grants to veterans service organizations
SVC: State veterans cemeteries
VHP: Veterans housing programs
MFH: Military funeral homes
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Category/Question
Power of Attorney (POA)
1. Have a state-run
POA
office/contract?
2. If no POA
office/contract,
do you rely
solely on NSO
reps to serve as
POAs?
3. How are POA
services
provided?
4. Training or
certification
requirements for
POA staff
5. If POA office, # of
appeals cases
state-wide
annually
6. If POA office,
average caseload
per POA staff
member at one
time
7. POA office have
rep at Bureau of
Veterans
Appeals in DC?
8. Funding of POA
office
9. Advantages,
disadvantages of
current POA
model
10. Amount of time
POA model has
been in place
11. What was the
catalyst for
change?

AR

AZ

FL

KY

NC

Yeslxxxviii

Yes

No

Yes

Yeslxxxix

Left Blank

Left Blank

Yes

Left Blank

Otherxcii

MPO

VRO

Left blank

SSA

Left Blank

FIGURE 32
NE

OH

OK

PA

TN

TX

Yesxc

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Otherxci

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Otherxciii

VRO, MPO

VRO

VRO

MPO

MPO

VRO

VRO, MPO

NSO

SSA,
Otherxciv

SSA

NACVSO,
NSO

NSO

NSO, SSA

NACVSO

NSO, SSA

SSA

Left Blank

Left Blank

100

300

800

Left Blank

500

Left Blank

Left Blank

13000

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

400

150

Left Blank

Left Blank

500

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

No

No

Noxcv

Noxcvi

Not sure

N/A

No

No

Noxcvii

No

Otherxcviii

State
funds

N/A

State funds

State funds

State funds

N/A

State funds

Left Blank

State funds

State funds

Adv: Strong
claims
representation
through local
presence

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Adv: Strong
veteran
representation;
Dis: Limited $
support from
NSOs

Adv:
Commitment;
Dis: Lack of
additional
resources for
CSOs

Left Blank

Dis: No
D.C. rep

Left Blank

Adv:
Presence at
outstations
& VARO

Left Blank

Not sure

>20 years

10-20 years

>20 years

>20 years

>20 years

Not sure

N/A

>20 years

>20 years

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

N/A

No major
changes

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

Left Blank

N/A

Left Blank
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Power of Attorney Coding
Question 3:
VRO: POA services are provided by one or more service officers located at the state’s VA regional office
MPO: POA services are provided by one or more service officers from multiple physical locations throughout the state
Question 4:
NACVSO: NACVSO
NSO: Individual NSO Accreditations
SSA: State-specific Accreditations
Category/Question
AR
Marketing, Outreach & Advocacy
1. Forms of
E, SM,
marketing used
Otherxcix
2. Efforts
performed by
Left Blank
department or
contracted out?
3. Measurements of
success

Left Blank

4. Recent
initiatives that
helped increase
connection to
veterans

Left Blankcvi

FIGURE 33
NE

AZ

FL

KY

NC

OH

OK

PA

TN

TX

NA, E, SM

OA, E, SM

E, SM,
Otherc

OA

OA, SM

NA, OA, TA, E, SM,
Otherci

None

NA, OA, E,
SM

NA, OA, E, SM

NA, OA, TA,
BA, E, SM

State agency

Contractedcii

State
agency

State
agency

Otherciii

Otherciv

N/A

State agency

State agency

Othercv

Left Blank

Number of
downloads,
web hits,
phone calls,
and services
provided by
benefits and
assistance
office claims
examiners

Event turnout,
website
visitors, social
media visits

Website
traffic, social
media
followers,
open/clickthrough rates
on enewsletter,
PR pick-ups,
ad views and
circulation

# of vets
seeking
services

Don’t
measure

Left Blank

Facebook
coordination
with
stakeholders

Mobile app,
branded
give-away
merchandise,
QR code,
mobilefriendly
website, TV
spot

Women vet
networking,
listserv,
website
upgrade,
Facebook

POA at
Durham
VA,
District
Service
Officer
assisting
with POA

Rural vets
outreach,
bumper
stickers,
radio ads

Social media,
newsletter,
email blasts

State Strike
Force and
fully
developed
claims
teamscvii

Facebook likes, call
volume on (877)
line, listserv
subscriptions

Left Blank

Vietnam Vets
Commemoration
Week, mobile app

Attending state
vet council
meetings,
direct
communication
with state reps.

Left Blank

Left Blank

Marketing Coding
Question 1:
NA: Newspaper advertisements
OA: Online advertisements
TA: Television advertisements
BA: Billboard advertisements
SM: Social media-based outreach (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.)
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i

Each county has their own local veteran service officers (VSO). Those VSOs are appointed by the county judge. The judge sends
ADVA the letter of appointment and a copy of their DE-214, and ADVA checks to see that they meet our criteria per our legislation.
Per legislation, ADVA is responsible for their training and supervision. ADVA attends centralized meetings of the county judges
and also conducts on-the-road “site trainings” each year. Issues raised go through the county judges first, then through the Chief of
Field Services in the ADVA Executive Office.
ii Both levels provide one-on-one veteran services; the state provides additional services, but the counties have more veteran service
offices (VSO). Ninety-one out of 100 counties have a VSO program.
iii County service officers fill out the claim forms, and then state workers review them and serve as POA and take over. Applications
also come up from the counties for state benefit programs. State employee representatives are not in the field state-wide. It's a twostep process: county first and then state. Advantages identified include the separation of duties and local accountability.
Drawback identified was quality control is not standardized as it is up to the counties.
iv Advantages identified include increased presence and visibility as well as shared cost responsibility since CSOs are funded by
the counties, not the state. Drawback identified was non-standard quality control in training, certification, and accreditation.
v The Texas Veterans Commission serves Veterans through four program areas: Claims Representation and Counseling, Veterans
Employment Services, Veterans Education Program, and the Fund for Veterans’ Assistance. The Veterans Land Board, our sister
state agency, oversees long-term care facilities and state cemeteries for Veterans and provides loans to Veterans to purchase land
or homes or for home repairs and improvement. Veteran services at the county level are provided primarily through Veterans
County Service Officers (VCSO), which are hired and paid by counties. There are approximately 230 VCSOs in Texas and the
Texas Veterans Commission provides training to the VCSOs for the part of their jobs that involves assisting Veterans in filing
claims with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
vi State Director is appointed by the Governor; County Veteran Service Officers are appointed by the county judges (75 officers).
vii Eighteen state Veterans Benefits Field Representatives are stationed across the state, each serving about 20,000 in multiple
counties. Those reps are state employees who are hired through the state hiring process--publicly post the job and then state
personnel cabinet goes through it.
viii County Veteran Service Officers are nominated by a County Boards, then the State Dept. of Veterans Affairs validates the
applicant’s eligibility. If eligible they are hired paid, tasked, etc. by their County.
ix Homeless Veterans Services, Medals presentation.
x Scholarship program and state benefits.
xi Many organizations partner up in order for these services to be accomplished effectively. The VA health care system has a rural
veteran outreach program that the state participates in. Veterans Homes are administered at the State level; however they do not
fall under the Nebraska Department of Veterans Affairs—the Veterans Homes are a division within the Department of Health and
Human Services.
xii Veterans Bonus Program, Troops to Teachers, State Approving Agency.
xiii All claims done at the county are submitted to the state office where they are reviewed for requirements. State employees, each
responsible for a district (1-14 counties), coordinate with CSOs and provide assistance and mentoring.
xiv The Texas Veterans Commission also provides Veterans Employment Services through the federal Jobs for Veterans State
Grant and provides funding to local government and non-profit organizations to help Veterans and their families through the Fund
for Veterans’ Assistance. The Veterans Land Board oversees long-term care facilities and state cemeteries for Veterans and
provides loans to Veterans to purchase land or homes or for home repairs and improvement.
xv Some county VSO programs provide transportation to VA Medical Centers.
xvi Burial Assistance, Local Networking.
xvii VA TRIP Training.
xviii Mirror Federal requirements on the VA Form 21a. Successful completion of TRIP and Agency Training/OJT requirements.
xix Compliance with federal statutes.
xx VA Trip Training.
xxi State agency training with 100-question test approved by General Counsel and administered by NCDVA training staff. Also,
require 20 CUE hours annually.
xxii Accreditation by a National VSO.
xxiii Eighteen months on the job, completion of new service officer course, pass certification test, re-test for certification every five
years, obtain five continuing education credits annually.
xxiv Complete service organization training program and probation period.
xxv Meet federal requirements.
xxvi CSO’s are required to obtain accreditation within one year of appointment and to annually meet the requirements for continued
accreditation.
xxvii (1) Served on active duty in a branch of the armed forces of the United States; (2) Served for a least four months or have a
service connected disability; and (3) Been honorably discharged or (4) Be a widowed Gold Star Mother or un-remarried widow of
a serviceman or veteran whose death resulted from service; or (5) Be the spouse of a disabled veteran who has a total disability
rating based either on having a service-connected disability with a disability rating of 100 percent or on individual unemployment
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and (6) Is a paid employee of the county working for it not less than 1,000 annually; (7) Completed TVC Initial Training; and (8)
Have attained at least 24 credit hours after completion of initial training.
xxviii Increase monetary awards generated by claims and appeals filed by Veterans Benefits Counselors. Achieve highest level of
customer satisfaction in regards to service being offered and how those services are delivered
xxix Field benefits keeps track of the number of veterans assisted, the number of claims filed, the number of appeals filed. Efficiency
of filing claims improved dramatically with implementation of a claims checklist—a post-card size/half sheet that was circulated
to all benefits representatives, and VSOs could not file claims unless every single thing on the checklist was in the file.
xxx Claims granted versus denied must by 45% or greater - for NCDVA only; increase number by 1% annually; no requirements
for County VSOs
xxxi Performance evaluations for state employees; quarterly and annual training; annual skill level testing; specific response times
for congressional inquiries; QA by Claims Office of claims submitted by state and county service officers.
xxxii
Claims filed and developed on behalf of disabled veterans, active veteran benefit cases represented by the state agency,
appeals of unfavorable VA decisions filed on behalf of veterans, number of VA decisions reviewed, VA payments to veterans
represented by the state agency—per $ spent, percent of newly appointed CVSOs who attend initial training, percent of CVSOs
who attend continuing training conferences.
xxxiii Increase monetary awards generated by claims and appeals filed by Veterans Benefits Counselors. Achieve highest level of
customer satisfaction in regards to service being offered and how those services are delivered
xxxiv Grants versus denied must be 45% or greater; no requirements for CVSOs
xxxv
Performance evaluations for state employees; quarterly and annual training; annual skill level testing; specific response times
for congressional inquiries; QA by Claims Office of claims submitted by state and county service officers.
xxxvi
Claims filed and developed on behalf of disabled veterans, active veteran benefit cases represented by the state agency,
appeals of unfavorable VA decisions filed on behalf of veterans, number of VA decisions reviewed, VA payments to veterans
represented by the state agency—per $ spent, percent of newly appointed CVSOs who attend initial training, percent of CVSOs
who attend continuing training conferences.
xxxvii Do not offer employment services
xxxviii
Veterans Employment Services customers served, recently separated entered employment rate and retention rate, disabled
veteran entered employment rate and retention rate, veterans weighted entered employment rate, veterans entered retention rate,
veterans average earnings.
xxxix Do not offer financial assistance
xl Compensation and pension grants, scholarship applications, providing assistance to CVSOs, continued training, satisfaction
surveys, cemetery burials - number both veteran & dependent, State Veterans Homes - number and quality of care, turn over for
staff
xli Data is collected related to the CVSOs, but it is not used to establish metrics.
xlii Attendance at quarterly training; interim performance evaluation reviews for state employees.
xliii Number of claims filed and developed on behalf of disabled veterans, active veteran benefit cases for Veterans represented by
TVC, appeals of unfavorable VA decisions filed on behalf of veterans, veterans Employment Services customers served, recently
separated entered employment rate, recently separated entered retention rate, disabled veteran entered employment rate, disabled
veteran entered retention rate, veterans weighted entered employment rate, veterans entered retention rate, veterans average
earnings.
xliv Compensation and pension grants, scholarship applications, providing assistance to CVSOs, continued training, satisfaction
surveys, cemetery burials - number both veteran & dependent, State Veterans Homes - number and quality of care, turn over for
staff
xlv Data is collected related to the CVSOs, but it is not used to establish metrics.
xlvi Attendance at annual training; annual skill level examination; annual performance evaluation for state employees.
xlvii Claims filed to raise above poverty the income of totally disabled veterans, claims filed on behalf of survivors/orphans of
veterans, number of VA decisions reviewed, VA payments to veterans represented by TVC & per dollar spent, percent of newly
appointed VCSOs who attend initial training, percent of VCSOs who attend continuing training conferences, average number of
participants in veterans education and training programs, number of veterans, dependents, and survivors served by grants from the
Fund for Veterans' Assistance, number of public information briefings, number of public information items distributed.
xlviii Data is collected (VA Spending, %of veterans connected, spending per veteran) but do not use it to establish performance
metrics.
xlix Continuous QA of claims by Claims Office; Continuous monitoring of response times for congressional inquiries.
l Follow-up response: VETraspect, but not sure we'll maintain it -- not interfacing with the VA.
li Aim to interface with Federal systems with the onset of D2D.
lii eVET Assist. Currently working with the VA to send claims electronically to the VA.
liii Some County VSO are paperless and use various technology systems to conduct business.
liv VETRASPEC to record encounters, documents claims processing, store supporting documentation and submissions of claims
from county to state, however it is not yet interfaced with VA systems. State agency paid for installation/set-up, and the counties
pay their user fee.
lv Coordinated ways for CVSOs to access VA and DOD systems to help them in their job.
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lvi

VETraspect system—not currently interfaced with the VA systems but anticipate being on line with them through the D2D
program early CY 2014. Follow-up response: Aim to be online with paperless pilot by the end of the year. Contracted with an
outside vendor to install.
lvii No formal collaboration in place with non-veterans agencies or organizations.
lviii Plus all other that can help and veteran who needs help, but no officials MOAs or MOUs with them.
lix Some offices are collocated with the Department of Labor where feasible, and outreach is coordinated with them. Conducted a
Paychecks for Patriots event with the Departments of Labor and Military -- all across the state, coordinated with employers looking
to hire and brought vets to them. Put 2,400 vets in direct contact with employers through that one event.
lx State agencies that offer Veteran services.
lxi Not a streamlined effort, no official coordination/authority.
lxii DAV, MOPH, PVA and AMVETS provide POA services. All other POA's are represented by state agency.
lxiii Several NSOs have their own State Service Office to file pension and/or compensation claims.
lxiv Located in most of the county offices -- about 60/70% are on board, plus the state and VARO.
lxv The problem arises not at the state or county level the problem is at the adjudication point. Claims are getting submitted timely
but they are not being adjudicated timely. The VA is being overworked and overwhelmed.
lxvi Electronic claims process allows us to take claims and send to the VA in a matter of minutes. Checks are in place to ensure all
claims /supporting information is correct and complete prior to send them to the VA. Being co-located with the VA RA allows us
to work directly with the VARO, and access to the VA computer System allows us to check claim status daily.
lxvii Could be more efficient - our state needs technology.
lxviii In the process of going paperless and also working to develop reports/metrics in order to track progress.
lxix Due to our relationships with the VARO, VAMC's and other service organizations.
lxx There is always room for improvement. This past FY 86.6% of claims submitted were fully developed claims resulting in our
Veterans receiving their benefits as early as possible.
lxxi The VA Regional Offices in Texas currently have one of the largest backlogs of claims in the country, and the State of Texas
has just had to commit state resources for two more years to help reduce it.
lxxii State agency's budget is determined by the legislature while the local budget is determined by millage tied to property taxes.
lxxiii County general fund appropriation each year. State agency matches $1 for every $2 they fund.
lxxiv State provides a small revenue - $1,400 to each county with VSO program.
lxxv Funding is at the discretion of every county. Some of the SOs are basically volunteers; some have full-time staff.
lxxvi Marketing and outreach expenditures are pulled from the transportation and office supply budget.
lxxvii Estimated $3,000 spent, primarily for personal vehicle mileage. This would amount to approx. less than 0.5 of the budget.
Partnerships with other stakeholders keep outreach budget low.
lxxviii Approximately 3% of budget $26.2M budget - $791,786 for fiscal year 2014. Includes funding for new Veteran Entrepreneur
Program.
lxxix Covers salaries, transportation, equipment, technology, and office equipment.
lxxx Spent on the administration (salary and operations) at our State Service Office.
lxxxi Includes some temporary positions provided by the Texas Legislature to help reduce the federal backlog of Veteran's claims
for disability benefits.
lxxxii State Veterans Home and Cemetery only – no trust fund for field services.
lxxxiii To benefit AZ veterans.
lxxxiv Nursing Homes.
lxxxv Veterans programs not funded by state, including special projects at veteran nursing homes, homeless veterans programs,
women's veteran programs, etc.
lxxxvi State Veterans Home – used for u keep and administering the program.
lxxxvii There are three Veteran-related trust funds in the state. One of the trust funds is administered by the Veterans Land Board for
loans to Veterans to purchase land or homes or for home repairs and improvement. The other trust fund, the Fund for Veterans'
Assistance, awards reimbursement grants to eligible charitable organizations, local government agencies, and Veterans Service
Organizations that provide direct services to Texas Veterans and their families. The last trust fund was just created by the Texas
Legislature in order to provide funds to the public institutions of higher learning in the state for the costs of certain Veteran education
benefits for dependents.
lxxxviii

The state agency represents several service organizations, such as the American Legion, VFW, etc.
Each District and State Service Office is responsible for providing POA services.
xc State Service Office serves as the POA, and they are accredited by the VFW. State agency does not have an attorney, but the
accredited service officers do pursue the claims.
xci State Service Officers are accredited by NSOs.
xcii A may select which service organization they would like to represent them, and then it's a state employee who is the attorney.
xciii State agency has its own POA to represent the Veteran at all levels of the claim process to include representation at the BVA.
xciv VARO.
xcv Very few of our veterans attend the BVA physically in D.C. State agency represents them at the Local Travel Board Hearings
or Local Video Hearings at the VARO. For appeals to the BVA, the state agency write arguments to support the veterans appeal.
xcvi The American Legion POA takes appeals to the BVA.
lxxxix
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xcvii

No representation at BVA, but NSOs represented by the state agency (VFW, ALG) do have representation there. The state
agency submits a thorough VA Form 646 to BVA in support of the claim.
xcviii Noted only marginal cost to usual services—cost of training.
xcix
ADVA newsletter.
c KDVA website, speakers bureau, special events, staff presentations to community groups.
ci Outreach events, postcards.
cii Contracted for Facebook strengthening, website redesign, rebranding, new mission and vision statements, new motto, expand
and have a free mobile app for Apple and Android, 30-second PSAs targeting specialty veteran populations, and portable displays
for veteran events.
ciii Many state marketing efforts are done in partnership with other stakeholders.
civ Statewide marketing is performed by our own agency, but CVSOs also perform their own local marketing initiatives.
cv Marketing initiatives are performed both by the state agencies and the CVSOs.
cvi Keeping stakeholders informed and involved – county judges, legislators, and federal representatives. Outreach to the state’s air
base for pre-separation connection. Presence in two of the VA hospitals to get claims going from there.
cvii They are focused on reducing the federal backlog of Veterans' claims for disability benefits. We have also had a transfer of
administration for a key veteran education benefit to the Texas Veterans Commission and additional resources to support Veterans
using their education benefits.
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